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ABSTRACT 
 
In  response  to  scientific  challenges  in  the  modelling  of  plankton  ecosystems  and  their  role  in 
biogeochemical cycles, the Marine Model Optimization Test-bed (MarMOT) software has been developed 
as  a  tool  for  comprehensive  evaluation  of  plankton  ecosystem  models  against  observational  data.  It 
provides a common physical and computational environment in which different ecosystem models can be 
calibrated  and  compared.  The  system  is  designed  specifically  to  support  computationally  intensive 
experiments involving parameter optimization, in which models are evaluated many times with different 
input data in a 1-D framework.  
 
The  core  of  the  system  is  the  MarMOT  Model  Evaluator  (MME),  which  is  implemented  as  a  specific 
application within a system called the Generic Function Analyzer (GFAn). The MME runs one or more 
simulation c a s e s ,  p r o d u c i n g  a  c o s t  f u n c t i o n  v a l u e  s u m m a r i z i n g  t h e  m o d e l -data  misfit  over  all  cases, 
together with detailed model output, diagnostics and misfit data for each case. It provides various options 
for modelling photosynthesis, each of which can be applied to any ecosystem model implemented. 
 
GFAn provides a generic data management framework that adapts to the requirements of the application, 
together with an optimizer for cost function minimization and a flexible experiment control interface. The 
data management framework allows different instances of all model inputs (parameters, forcing data and 
initial conditions) to be easily combined in different ways to drive ensemble simulations for sensitivity and 
uncertainty analyses or multi-site calibration experiments. 
 
A baseline version of the MarMOT system is described in which two ecosystem models are implemented. 
In  future  versions,  it  is  expected  that  a  wide  range  of  ecosystem  models  will  be  made  available  for 
research purposes through collaborative work with different modelling groups. Investigations of all models 
should benefit from independent improvements in the functionality of the MME application and the GFAn 
system, extending the power and range of potential analyses. 
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9Chapter 1
Introduction
The need to better understand and forecast environmental change demands reli-
able models of plankton ecosystems that can be coupled with 3-D ocean circulation
models to make inferences about biogeochemical cycles. However, the complexity
of biological systems together with the paucity of suitable observational data for
constraining models provides major challenges for modellers. Plankton models, al-
though described as mechanistic, are necessarily empirical to a very large degree.
They rely on many parameters that are poorly known or diﬃcult to quantify. Al-
though some of these values can be determined experimentally under controlled
conditions, the corresponding values in nature are generally highly variable in space
and time or across taxa. Fasham and Evans (1995) and Matear (1995) started to
address this problem by ﬁtting plankton models to observations from time series
stations in the Atlantic and Paciﬁc respectively, using non-linear data assimilation
techniques to optimize parameters. A number of other studies have since followed
this approach.
Most calibration studies have been based on single sites, although investigators
have started to optimize parameters for multiple sites simultaneously in an eﬀort
to develop more widely applicable parameter sets (Hurtt and Armstrong, 1999;
Schartau and Oschlies, 2003a,b). Satellite ocean colour data can be used to derive
parameter sets that are in some sense applicable at global scales, although initial
studies suggest that attempts to derive global parameter values for current models
are likely to result in a poor compromise for all locations (Hemmings et al.,2 0 0 3 ,
2004; Tjiputra et al., 2007). Allowing spatial variation in parameter values, as
done by Losa et al. (2004, 2006), might be a useful way of learning about model
deﬁciencies, with a view to seeking process parameterizations that would allow ﬁxed
parameter models to respond better to regional diﬀerences in physical forcing.
10A desire to address important scientiﬁc questions has led to the development
of more complex plankton models. However, the level of complexity that can be
justiﬁed, given the available data, has been a subject of debate (Anderson, 2005; Le
Qu´ er´ e, 2006). To resolve this we must be able to comparatively evaluate models on
the basis of their structure and process formulations. Robust calibration procedures
for reducing uncertainty associated with tunable parameters are a fundamental pre-
requisite for this type of comparison (Dadou et al.,2 0 0 4 ;F r i e d r i c h set al.,2 0 0 6 ,
2007)
Objective evaluation of plankton models is diﬃcult because of uncertainties in
their external input data. Errors in the physical forcing data, for example, can
have a major impact on biogeochemical simulations, causing a calibration process
to yield inappropriate parameter values (Friedrichs et al., 2006). To make signiﬁcant
progress, we need to be able to assess the plankton models independently from the
physical circulation models in which they are designed to run. We need to explore
the sensitivity of plankton models to their external inputs, which include physical
forcing, initial conditions and horizontal ﬂuxes, and ﬁnd ways of interpreting model
misﬁt to biogeochemical data that allow for expected errors in these input data. Only
by weighting eﬀectively for such uncertainty can we develop the robust calibration
procedures that are needed.
Af u r t h e rp r o b l e mi st h a tt h en u m b e ro ff r e ep a r a m e t e r st h a tc a nb ea d e q u a t e l y
constrained by the available data is typically much less than the number of potential
free parameters in a given model. Attempts to ﬁt too many parameters can cause a
model to perform badly when evaluated against an independent data set (Friedrichs
et al.,2 0 0 6 ,2 0 0 7 ) .S e n s i t i v i t ya n a l y s e sa r er e q u i r e dt os e l e c tp a r a m e t e rs u b s e t st h a t
impact simultaneously on the key model outputs of scientiﬁc interest and those for
which observations exist to constrain the model behaviour. Properly allowing for
uncertainty in external inputs will tend to further reduce the number of constrainable
parameters and this problem will need to be countered by combining many diﬀerent
types of observations from diﬀerent sources. This should include satellite and in
situ data. The most eﬀective ways of combining diﬀerent data sets are yet to be
determined.
Together, these challenges faced by ecosystem modellers have provided the ratio-
nale for the development of the Marine Model Optimization Test-bed (MarMOT)
software described here. Following the test-bed concept of Friedrichs et al. (2006,
2007), MarMOT provides a common physical and computational environment in
which diﬀerent marine ecosystem models can be calibrated and compared. It is
designed to support computationally intensive experiments in which models are
evaluated in a 1-D framework many times with diﬀerent inputs. A ﬂexible interface
makes it easy to apply to a wide range of sensitivity analyses, uncertainty anal-
yses and parameter optimization experiments. MarMOT does not include a 1-D
11physical model. All physical forcing is instead provided by external input data. Re-
sponses of ecosystem models to a wide range of diﬀerent physical environments can
be examined by providing diﬀerent instances of the forcing data.
Two ecosystem models are included at present in a baseline version of the sys-
tem. In future versions, it is intended that a wide range of ecosystem models will be
made available for research purposes through collaborative work with diﬀerent mod-
elling groups. On-going development of the MarMOT system will provide additional
functionality that can be applied to all implemented models.
The MarMOT system has been developed at the UK National Oceanography Cen-
tre with funding from the Natural Environment Research Council, via the National
Centre for Earth Observation (a NERC collaborative centre) and the Oceans 2025
research programme. The author would particularly like to thank Mike Fasham,
Andreas Oschlies, Tom Anderson, Peter Challenor and Ian Robinson for their sup-
port and encouragement of the development work. It was Mike Fasham’s pioneering
work on parameter optimization of plankton models that originally motivated the
development of such a test-bed facility and provided a ﬁrm foundation on which to
build.
1.1 MarMOT System Components and Organiza-
tion
Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the MarMOT system in terms of its main compo-
nents and the data ﬂows between them. Simulations are controlled by a range of
diﬀerent of input data types, organized as a number of multi-variate input item ta-
bles.E a c hi n p u ti t e mt a b l ec a nc o n t a i no n eo rm o r ei n s t a n c e so fap a r t i c u l a rinput
item.D i ﬀ e r e n ti n s t a n c e so fa l ls i m u l a t i o ni n p u ti t e m sc a nb ec o m b i n e di nd i ﬀ e r e n t
ways using a simple case table,m a k i n gi te a s yt os e tu paw i d ev a r i e t yo fe n s e m b l e
runs. Each entry in the case table deﬁnes a speciﬁc combination of input data. It
is identiﬁed by the values of its case variables,w h i c ha r es i t ea n de n s e m b l em e m b e r
labels. Free model parameters can be optimized over all cases in a given case table,
so it is straight-forward to set up multi-site calibration experiments.
The core of the MarMOT system is the MarMOT Model Evaluator (MME) that
performs ecosystem model runs according to the speciﬁcations in the case table. It
can provide a range of diﬀerent outputs that are selected or de-selected according to
user requirements. It also calculates a cost function value dependant on the misﬁt
between simulation variables and a set of observations or other reference values,
if such data are provided. The data are supplied as an additional input item. If
12Marine Model Optimization Test-bed (MarMOT)
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the MarMOT system, showing the main system
components and data ﬂows. Data tables (internal and external) are shown as boxes
and processing components as circles.
appropriate, these can be output data from a previous simulation experiment.
The MME is implemented as a speciﬁc application within a system called the
Generic Function Analyzer (GFAn). GFAn provides a generic data management
framework that adapts to the requirements of the application, a cross-referencer
for selecting the required instances of each input item, an optimizer for cost func-
tion minimization and a ﬂexible experiment control interface that can be used to
run many experiments in batch mode. The optimizer is well suited to non-linear
problems in multi-dimensional parameter space: it includes a genetic algorithm for
identifying promising areas of a ﬁnite parameter space and a non-gradient direction
set algorithm for local minimization. The two algorithms can be used in combi-
nation or independently. The direction set method can be applied to bounded or
unbounded minimization problems. Log-transformation of parameters and repeat
searches from diﬀerent initial points in parameter space are supported.
GFAn input and output data take the form of ASCII tables with one table per
ﬁle, so data are easily transferred to or from spreadsheets and other applications. A
dedicated suite of programs called Table Toolbox is also available for working with
data ﬁles in this format. Details of the ﬁle format and Table Toolbox programs are
13given in the appendices. Extraction from NetCDF data sets is supported for gridded
input data.
The GFAn code is written in C. The MME user interface is also implemented in
Cb u tt h ei n t e r f a c ec o d ef o rt h em o d e l sa n dt h ee c o s y s t e mm o d e l st h e m s e l v e sa r ei n
Fortran. This document describes MarMOT version 1.0 (referring to version 1.0 of
the MME application). The GFAn system has been developed alongside the MME.
The descriptions relating to GFAn in this document refer to GFAn version 1.0.
1.2 Running Experiments
In a non-optimizing experiment, GFAn calls the MarMOT model evaluator once to
perform a single evaluation of the cost function and reports the result as the objective
function value. The objective function value is zero if there are no observations
applicable to any of the input cases. Data are written to any requested application
output tables as the run proceeds. In an optimizing experiment, GFAN calls the
model evaluator many times. Output tables are suppressed automatically during
optimization and written out once for the simulation or simulations corresponding
to the ﬁnal parameter values.
A single GFAn experiment is deﬁned by one input case table (optional for a single
case) and an input item table for each item (optional if defaults are to be used).
One or more additional input tables are needed for optimization experiments. Each
item table contains one or more records, each indicating a diﬀerent item instance.
Instances of items that are inherently case-dependent in the experiment are identiﬁed
by site labels or ensemble member labels or both. Items that are not inherently
case-dependent are identiﬁed by separate item key variables.T h e c r o s s - r e f e r e n c e r
matches particular item instances to case speciﬁcation records in the case table
either by contextual referencing using the case variable values or explicit referencing
using item keys.
To avoid expensive re-loading of data common to more than one case, the data
for each experiment are assembled in a memory-resident database before processing
individual cases. The experiment control interface can handle multiple experiments
in batch mode, with and without optimization, without re-loading data items that
are already resident. Experiments are conﬁgured by providing one or more control
tables that indicate experiment-speciﬁc ﬁle names for the input and output tables.
GFAn produces a log ﬁle including details of all input data used for the experiments,
or a user selected subset of these data.
14The model evaluator can produce a range of output tables, the variables of which
can be selected or deselected via GFAn using variable selection tables.T h e s e c a n
be provided for any subset of the output tables as needed. The default action
in the absence of a variable selection table is to output all variables. Output for
diﬀerent cases is written sequentially to each requested output table, the records
corresponding to each case being identiﬁed by their case variable values. The Table
Toolbox program ‘tabsplit’ can be used to split an output table into separate ﬁles
for individual cases.
15Chapter 2
The GFAn Data Management
Framework
The MarMOT model evaluator communicates with the user via GFAn. It deﬁnes
the application environment in terms of the dimensions of the model domain (depth
and time), the input items, the output tables and the case variables. GFAn then
uses the application-deﬁned names for these elements in the user interface. The
input items are deﬁned in terms of generic item types that GFAn knows how to
handle. These are either parameter sets or domain items that are referenced to one
or more domain dimensions. The latter may be gridded or non-gridded. GFAn also
recognizes matrix items, although none are used in the current version of MarMOT.
This chapter describes the concepts behind the GFAn data management frame-
work in which the MME runs. The description is given in generic terms applicable
to any application. The notation <symbol> is used here to denote symbolic names
for which another name will be substituted. MarMOT speciﬁcs will be described in
Chapter 3.
2.1 Input Items
GFAn provides 4 types of data item for organizing input data. Each input item can
be multivariate such that instances of an item in the item table can contain many
variables that share the same structure. The application deﬁnes the number of items
of each type, the name of each item and the variables it may contain. Unrecognized
variables in the input tables are ignored. The application also speciﬁes whether or
not particular items or variables are optional.
16The GFAn item types are:
• parameter set item:o n eo rm o r ei n d i v i d u a l l yn a m e dv a l u e s
• matrix item:o n eo rm o r em a t r i c e s( o rv e c t o r s )s h a r i n gt h es a m en u m b e ro f
rows and columns
• gridded domain item: one or more data arrays deﬁned on a common regular
grid with axes corresponding to one or more dimensions of the model domain
• non-gridded domain item set: one or more vectors of values co-located at
arbitrary points on the model domain axes
Diﬀerent instances of matrix and domain items can vary in structure if appropriate.
That is they may have diﬀerent numbers of rows and/or columns or be deﬁned at
diﬀerent sets of locations in the domain.
Each parameter set item is deﬁned by a single input table. The internal item
tables for the other more complex types of input item are compiled using data from
2o rm o r ei n p u tﬁ l e s . T h eﬁ r s tﬁ l ea c c e s s e dc o n t a i n sa nitem speciﬁcation table,
the records of which contain metadata that tells GFAn what data to retrieve and
how the data values are organized conceptually. Data values are then extracted
either from an ASCII format item data table or from one or more NetCDF data
sets. NetCDF data input is described in Section 2.2.
In each of the ASCII input tables (parameter set item table, item speciﬁcation
table or item data table), speciﬁc instances of items are identiﬁed by the values of
one or more id variables as described in the Section 2.3.1. No id variables are needed
if there is only one instance. Otherwise, records must be in id variable order. For
items with separate item speciﬁcation and data tables, the instances matching those
in the speciﬁcation ﬁle are extracted from the data table to populate the internal
item table. Instances must be of the size implied by the metadata and GFAn checks
for consistency when loading the data.
In the parameter item tables and the item speciﬁcation tables, the value ‘.’c a u s e s
replication of values from previous records. This allows input tables to be prepared
in a way that makes it easy to see diﬀerences between records and makes it simple to
change whole columns of identical values. Other non-numeric data values are treated
as missing data (‘_’i su s e da ss t a n d a r d ) .I ni t e md a t at a b l e s ,a l ln o n - n u m e r i cv a l u e s
are treated as missing data and represented by the application’s missing data value
OBJF_NODATA (-9999 for MarMOT).
172.1.1 Parameter Sets
Each parameter set item requires a separate input table with one variable repre-
senting each parameter. (Variable names are synonymous with parameter names.)
Each record in the table represents one instance of the parameter set. In tables with
more than one record, diﬀerent instances are identiﬁed by one or more id variables.
2.1.2 Matrices
Item Speciﬁcation Table
Each record in a matrix item speciﬁcation table represents one instance of the matrix
item, identiﬁed by one or more id variables (if needed). The remainder of the record
indicates the number of rows and columns (variable names: nrow and ncol). These
can vary between diﬀerent instances of the item.
Item Data Table
The data table contains item-speciﬁc variables as deﬁned by the application plus
the id variable(s), with nrow × ncol data records for each instance.
2.1.3 Gridded Domain Items
Item Speciﬁcation Table
Each record in a gridded domain item speciﬁcation table represents one instance of
the gridded domain item, identiﬁed by one or more id variables (if needed). The
remainder of the record indicates the grid speciﬁcation for each dimension to be
included. A particular dimension can be mandatory, optional or disabled for a
particular item, according to the requirements of the application. Applications may
use default values for missing dimensions or interpret the data values as applying
to lines, planes or volumes in the domain (according to the number of undeﬁned
dimensions) instead of speciﬁc points. The grid speciﬁcation (including the number
of undeﬁned dimensions) can vary between diﬀerent instances of the item.
There are 6 parameters associated with each dimension in the grid, deﬁned by
18the following variables.
• <dimensionname>1:l o c a t i o no fﬁ r s tv a l u e
• <dimensionname>step:g r i di n t e r v a l
• n<dimensionname>:n u m b e ro fg r i dp o i n t s
• <dimensionname>n:l o c a t i o no fl a s tv a l u e
• <dimensionname>min:g r i dm i n i m u m
• <dimensionname>max: grid maximum
A triplet of parameters is required as input to deﬁne the grid speciﬁcation in each
dimension. The remaining parameters are determined by GFAn.
The dimension <dimensionname> is included in the grid if either of the variables
<dimensionname>1 or <dimensionname>min are present (with non-missing val-
ues). The presence of <dimensionname>1 indicates that data are grid registered
(i.e. values deﬁned at grid nodes). The presence of <dimensionname>min indicates
that data are interval registered (i.e. values deﬁned at interval mid-points). Grid
registration is assumed if both are present. A mix of grid-registered and interval-
registered dimensions can be used in the same grid.
If there is only one grid point in a particular dimension, it can be deﬁned by the
single variable <dimensionname>1.O t h e r w i s e ,f o rag r i d - r e g i s t e r e dd i m e n s i o n ,o n e
of the following pairs of variables is used to complete the speciﬁcation.
• <dimensionname>step and n<dimensionname>
• <dimensionname>n and n<dimensionname>
• <dimensionname>n and <dimensionname>step
For an interval-registered dimension, one of the following pairs of variables is used
to complete the speciﬁcation.
• <dimensionname>step and n<dimensionname>
• <dimensionname>max and n<dimensionname>
19• <dimensionname>max and <dimensionname>step
These variable pairs are listed here in order of preference (i.e. the order in which
GFAn looks for them). The remaining grid-speciﬁcation parameters are calculated
from the other three and included in the GFAn log ﬁle. If they are present in the
input table, their input values are ignored.
Item Data Table
The data table contains item-speciﬁc application variables plus the id variable(s),
with the appropriate number of data records for each instance (i.e. one record for
each grid point). It is important to note that, although the input might also contain
dimension variables for user reference, these are ignored by GFAn and replaced by
values calculated from the grid speciﬁcation. The latter appear in the GFAn log ﬁle.
2.1.4 Non-gridded Domain Items
Item Speciﬁcation Table
Each record in a non-gridded domain item speciﬁcation table represents one instance
of the non-gridded domain item, identiﬁed by one or more id variables (if needed).
The remainder of the record indicates the number of data points for each instance
(variable name: npoint) and may contain one or more ﬂag variables of the form
<dimensionname>ﬂag. As for gridded domain items, a particular dimension can be
mandatory, optional or disabled, according to the requirements of the application.
Aﬂ a gv a r i a b l ei sr e q u i r e df o re a c ho p t i o n a ld i m e n s i o na n dt a k e st h ev a l u e1o r0t o
indicate the presence or absence of dimension values for each instance.
Item Data Table
The data table contains item-speciﬁc application variables plus the id variable(s).
It also contains one or more dimension variables (<dimensionname>)g i v i n gt h e
location on the respective dimension axis. Dimension variables are expected for
all mandatory dimensions and any optional dimensions for which ﬂag variables are
present in the item speciﬁcation table. Optional dimensions that are included are
allowed to contain missing values; mandatory ones cannot.
202.2 Input from NetCDF Data Sets
For gridded domain items, the ASCII data ﬁle can be replaced by one or more
NetCDF data sets from which data are extracted. Multiple data sets are speciﬁed
by a NetCDF ﬁle table that contains a list of NetCDF ﬁles to be used.
File names for the diﬀerent types of input ﬁles (ASCII, NetCDF data set or
NetCDF ﬁle table) are derived from the name given for the ﬁle containing the
item speciﬁcation table. The naming convention is described in Chapter 4. If the
expected data ﬁle is not found, GFAn looks instead for a NetCDF data set. If
the expected NetCDF ﬁle is not then found, it looks for a NetCDF ﬁle table. As
well as allowing the speciﬁcation of multiple data sets, ﬁle tables can be used to
associate parameters with individual NetCDF data sets that control how they are
processed. These can include parameters that specify variable name translations to
map application variable names onto corresponding NetCDF variable names.
2.2.1 Data Extraction and Gridding
The NetCDF data set must contain variables or dimensions that match the names
of the dimensions speciﬁed in the gridded domain item speciﬁcation table (after
translation if applicable). These are treated as the co-ordinate variables for the grid
so each must be a vector (i.e. a uni-dimensional NetCDF variable or a NetCDF
dimension).
The variables to be extracted are any with names matching the item variable
names deﬁned by the application (after translation if applicable). These variables
must have the expected internal NetCDF dimensions, as determined from those of
the co-ordinate variables. The variable dimensions can appear in any order but the
order must be the same for all variables to be extracted.
For each instance of the gridded domain item, data are extracted from the
NetCDF data set and mapped onto the grid deﬁned by the metadata in the item
speciﬁcation table. A search radius of half the step size in each speciﬁed dimension
is used to locate relevant data. Multiple data values within the search radius of a
particular grid point are averaged.
212.2.2 NetCDF File Tables
NetCDF ﬁle tables contain one ﬁle name path per record in the variable ncﬁle.T h e y
may also contain any of the following processing parameter variables or variable
groups.
• ﬁllval: NetCDF value to be treated as missing data
• <dimensionname>: NetCDF co-ordinate variable name for application’s di-
mension
• scale.<dimensionname>:s c a l ef o rp r e - c a l i b r a t i n gc o - o r d i n a t ev a r i a b l e
• oﬀset.<dimensionname>:o ﬀ s e tf o rp r e - c a l i b r a t i n gc o - o r d i n a t ev a r i a b l e
• <itemvariablename>: NetCDF variable name for application’s item variable
• scale.<itemvariablename>:s c a l ef o rc a l i b r a t i n gi t e mv a r i a b l e
• oﬀset.<itemvariablename>:o ﬀ s e tf o rc a l i b r a t i n gi t e mv a r i a b l e
Variable name translations are performed for each of the application dimension vari-
ables (<dimensionname>)a n di t e mv a r i a b l e s( <itemvariablename>)t h a ta r ei n -
cluded in the ﬁle table. Name translation for dimension variables includes an option
that allows NetCDF dimension indices to be used directly for data location. This is
necessary when searching on dimensions for which NetCDF co-ordinate variables are
not provided. Access by dimension index is requested by supplying a name of the
form num.<NetCDFdimensionname> as the value of <dimensionname>,i n s t e a d
of a NetCDF co-ordinate variable name. The NetCDF dimension’s index vector,
with values 1 .. <dimensionlength> is then treated as if it were the co-ordinate
variable.
Scales and oﬀsets are used to apply a linear pre-calibration to the co-ordinate
variables before searching occurs or to calibrate item variables on extraction. This
facility is provided to allow access to data with diﬀerent units from those used by
the application.
Where item variables are optional, the item variables to be extracted are those
present in the ﬁrst NetCDF data set accessed. These then become mandatory with
respect to subsequent data sets accessed via the same NetCDF ﬁle table. A ﬁxed
group of item variables are therefore active throughout the extraction process for
a particular item. However, the corresponding NetCDF variable names can change
between data sets if necessary.
222.3 Multi-case Support and Cross-referencing
2.3.1 Id Variables
Each case to be processed is identiﬁed by one or more application-deﬁned case
variables.
The case-dependent data for each case can be identiﬁed either by contextual
reference or explicit reference. The method can vary between items depending on
the presence or absence of the item key variable in the item table. For explicit
referencing, this variable (variable name: <itemname>key)m u s tb ep r e s e n t . I t
then becomes the active id variable and any case variables in the input table are
ignored. If the item key variable is absent, contextual referencing occurs using
the values of the case variables present. These are then the active id variables.
Particular data items may be dependent on some case variables but not others, so
it is not necessary for all of the application’s case variables to be present for each
item.
The input data must be in order of the active id variable(s). All id variables are
handled as text strings with the caviat that non-numeric strings precede numbers
and numerical values are compared numerically. The case variables are compared in
order of dominance, this being the order in which they are deﬁned by the application.
If item data are dependent on multiple case variables, the data records must therefore
be organized in a hierarchy of sub-groups with the least dominant case variable
varying fastest. Default instances of items can be supplied by using blank id values.
Global defaults (i.e. those for which all id variables are blank) must appear at the
top of the table. Sub-group defaults must appear ﬁrst in each sub-group. GFAn
validates the input data accordingly.
To avoid conﬂicts with Table Toolbox processing it is advisable to avoid the
characters ‘.’, ‘~’a n d‘ /’w i t h i ni dv a r i a b l ev a l u e s .
2.3.2 The Case Table
In one objective function evaluation, the GFAn application processes one or more
cases of its input data. (In the MME application, a simulation is performed for
each case.) Each case is deﬁned by one record in the case table. This case table
entry indicates, contextually or explicitly, which instances of any case-dependent
input items are to be used. Before the ﬁrst objective function evaluation in a par-
ticular experiment, GFAn performs the cross-referencing to determine the required
23instances for each case and their location in memory for rapid access. If there is only
as i n g l ec a s et ob ep r o c e s s e da n ds i n g l ei n s t a n c e so fe a c hi t e mi nt h ei t e mt a b l e s ,n o
input case table is needed. A dummy case table is then created.
Ac a s et a b l em u s ti n c l u d ea l lo ft h ea p p l i c a t i o n ’ sc a s ev a r i a b l e sa n dt h ec a s et a b l e
records must be ordered on these variables. (As in the item tables, the case variables
are compared in order of dominance.) It must also include item key variables for any
items that are to be referenced explicitly (variable name: <itemname>key). For
other items the required data are selected to match the case, using the case variables
(if any) present in the item tables. If one or more case variables are absent from an
item table, the item can match more than one case. Items with no id variables in
their item tables are case-independent and match all cases.
Duplicate cases, as identiﬁed by the combination of values for all case variables,
are not allowed in the case table, even if the records have diﬀerent values of the item
key variables. This ensures that any output can be uniquely identiﬁed by the case
variables.
2.3.3 Cross-referencing Errors
Cross-referencing fails under any one of the following conditions.
• Explicit referencing is speciﬁed (by the presence of an item key variable in the
case table) but there is no key variable in the relevant item table, unless there
is only one instance of the item.
• Explicit referencing is speciﬁed but there is no matching instance and no de-
fault.
• Contextual referencing is speciﬁed (by the absence of an item key variable in
the case table) but the item key variable is present in the item table, unless
there is only one instance of the item.
• Contextual referencing is speciﬁed and there are one or more case variables in
the item ﬁle that have no matching values and no defaults.
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The MarMOT Model Evaluator
(MME)
The MME outputs a cost function value that is essentially a weighted average of
all model-data misﬁts, over all speciﬁed simulation cases (or zero in the absence of
any applicable data). This value is the objective function value that is minimized in
parameter optimization experiments. Optimization is usually applied to a particular
ecosystem model. In non-optimizing experiments, the ecosystem model selected can
vary between individual simulations. This is also possible in optimization experi-
ments where the parameters to be optimized are not speciﬁc to one of the ecosystem
models.
MarMOT provides a generic user interface common to all ecosystem models im-
plemented. The MME handles a superset of prognostic and diagnostic variables and
transfers the necessary information between the MarMOT data area and the active
ecosystem model at each time step, allowing ecosystem models to be implemented
with minimal changes to their native variables and code.
In general, although some variables are ubiquitous, diﬀerent ecosystem models
have diﬀerent sets of prognostic variables. The variables can be either tracer con-
centrations or composition ratios for particular ecosystem components. Where two
or more tracer variables are linked by composition ratios there are alternative sets of
prognostic variables. While the tracer values are needed for calculating transports,
it is usually more convenient to initialize linked tracers using composition ratios and
this is the convention supported by MarMOT.
MarMOT maintains two sets of tracers: primary tracers and derived tracers.
Only the primary tracers and composition ratios are initializable. Each derived
25tracer is then determined by the values of one or more primary tracers and zero
or more composition ratios. The primary tracers are nitrogen concentrations wher-
ever possible. Carbon concentrations for all organic components are handled as
derived tracers. Derived tracers may or may not feature as prognostic variables in
ap a r t i c u l a re c o s y s t e mm o d e l .
Where composition ratios are not handled by a particular ecosystem model, ex-
ternal values are used in the calculation of diagnostic tracer values if provided. It
is possible for these ratios to be depth dependent. However, ratios not handled by
the ecosystem model will remain ﬁxed in time irrespective of any primary tracer
transport ﬂuxes, which means that depth variations in such ratios will lead to non-
conservation of the diagnosed tracers.
3.1 GFAn Environment for the MME Application
This section describes the application environment components that are deﬁned by
the MarMOT Model Evaluator and used by GFAn to provide the application-speciﬁc
user interface.
3.1.1 Case Variables
The MME application’s case variables are site and member, site being the dom-
inant variable. Their intended use is for identifying individual sites and ensemble
members respectively but this can be adapted to user requirements. As id variables,
they can take text string or numeric values.
3.1.2 Dimensions
The recognized dimensions are:
• t: time since origin in days
• year:c a l e n d a ry e a r( o ry e a rn u m b e r )
• tofyr: time since start of year in days
• k:d e p t hl e v e ln u m b e r
26• z:d e p t hi nm
• i:h o r i z o n t a lg r i dc o - o r d i n a t e1
• j:h o r i z o n t a lg r i dc o - o r d i n a t e2
The domain has 2 independent dimensions, time and depth. Each simulation is
performed on a ﬁxed vertical grid that divides the depth range into a number of
discrete levels 1..nk, level 1 being the top (surface) level. The primary dimension
variables used for input and output are t and k.T h e v a r i a b l e s year and tofyr
provide an alternative 2-dimensional representation of time that can be used in
specifying initial conditions (and should be recognized for observations in future
versions). The variable z is used in place of k in specifying observations. All of
these dimension variables are included in the output tables.
The remaining dimension variables (i and j) are provided solely for use in the
context of NetCDF data extraction, usually for specifying a location in the horizon-
tal. One or both could also be used for locating data in a non-spatial dimension
or dimensions (e.g. for selecting a member from an ensemble). They are not used
within the MME.
3.1.3 Input Items
MarMOT inputs include a model-speciﬁc parameter set item for each model and 5
additional parameter set items for setting up various run options and environmental
conditions. It recognizes 6 other input items that are domain-referenced. All input
items are optional by default, making it relatively easy to set up simple simulation
experiments with minimal input data. Where items become mandatory as a result
of inter-dependencies, MarMOT performs consistency checks to ensure the required
data are present.
The complete list of input items recognized is given below in the order that GFAn
reads in the data. Parameter items are processed ﬁrst, followed by the gridded
domain items and a single non-gridded domain item.
• model1, model2: model parameter set items -s p e c i f ye x t e r n a lp a r a m e t e r
sets for each ecosystem model to be used in place of internal defaults. Model
parameter sets include any model-speciﬁc option ﬂags.
• option: option parameter set item -s p e c i ﬁ e st h ep a r t i c u l a rm o d e lt ob er u n
and various options and values that are typically independent of the site for
27which the model is run. Omitting this item causes the simulation to be run
with no dynamics so that any initialized concentrations remain constant in
time.
• taxis: time axis parameter set item -d e ﬁ n e st h et i m ea x i so r i g i n ,y e a rl e n g t h
if ﬁxed and whether to use periodic annual forcing. The default axis starts at
year 1 with periodic 365 day forcing.
• timeperiod: time period parameter set item -s p e c i ﬁ e st h es t a r ta n dﬁ n i s h
times for the simulation. The default time period is one calendar year starting
at the time axis origin.
• environ: environment parameter set item -g i v e st i m ei n v a r i a n tv a l u e st h a ta r e
typically site dependent, including maximum depth (default: 50 m), latitude
and any constant forcing parameters. Default forcing values are always zero.
There is no default latitude so an environment item is mandatory in cases
where latitude is required to determine the light ﬁeld for photosynthesis.
• mﬁtctrl: misﬁt control parameter set item -s p e c i ﬁ e so p t i o n sf o rd e t e r m i n a -
tion of model-data misﬁt.
• zlevel: vertical grid item -g r i d d e dd o m a i ni t e mr e f e r e n c e dt ot h ek dimension,
specifying up to 500 depth levels. Omitting this item causes the simulation to
be run for a single level stretching from the surface to the maximum depth.
• init: initial proﬁle item -g r i d d e dd o m a i ni t e mr e f e r e n c e dt ot h ek dimension
(and optionally to t or year and tofyr dimensions), deﬁnes initial proﬁles of
primary tracers and/or composition ratios. Omitting this item causes default
initial conditions to be used (see Section 3.4).
• ft: scalar forcing item - gridded domain item referenced to the t dimension.
• fkt, fkt2: proﬁle forcing items -g r i d d e dd o m a i ni t e m sr e f e r e n c e dt ot and k
dimensions. Two identically deﬁned items are recognized to allow variables to
be divided between diﬀerent time grids. The t dimension is optional and can
be omitted for time-invariant proﬁles.
• obset: observation set item -n o n - g r i d d e dd o m a i ni t e mr e f e r e n c e dt ot and z
dimensions.
To support extraction of data from NetCDF data sets, the vertical grid, initial proﬁle
and forcing data items can optionally be referenced to the horizontal dimension
variables (i and j), as well as to the dimension variables mentioned above. Likewise,
the scalar forcing item can additionally be referenced to one of the vertical dimension
variables (k or z). A list of possible variables in each input item, together with
descriptions, is given in template ﬁles generated on request (see Chapter 4).
283.1.4 Output Tables
In addition to the cost function value, the MME can produce up to 5 diﬀerent output
tables, listed below.
• outt: end-of-timestep scalar output -i n c l u d e ss c a l a rf o r c i n gv a r i a b l e s ,l e v e l1
values from proﬁle output (below) and scalar diagnostic variables.
• outkt: end-of-timestep proﬁle output - includes full-depth forcing, primary
tracers, composition ratios, derived tracers and full-depth diagnostics.
• outtday: daily mean scalar output -v a r i a b l e sa sf o re n d - o f - t i m e - s t e ps c a l a r
output.
• outktday: daily mean proﬁle output -v a r i a b l e sa sf o re n d - o f - t i m e - s t e pp r o ﬁ l e
output.
• outmﬁt: misﬁt table - includes model-data diﬀerences, weighted misﬁts, sim-
ulated and observed values and misﬁt weighting factors.
By default, the output tables include the complete superset of all forcing data,
prognostic and diagnostic variables. Blank values are output for data that are not
relevant to the active ecosystem model, which may diﬀer between cases. A very large
number of variables are available of which only a small subset may be needed. The
tables can be tailored to user requirements by including variable selection tables for
each in any particular experiment. A list of possible variables in each output table
is given, together with descriptions, in variable selection table templates generated
on request (see Chapter 4).
3.2 Time Axis
[ Input item: taxis ]
The time axis corresponds to the t dimension. Times speciﬁed in the 2-D space
deﬁned by dimensions year and tofyr map onto the t axis such that its origin is
ﬁxed at the start of a base year. The base year must be the earliest start year of all
simulations to which it is applied, or some year before. This means that t is never
negative in the output tables. Years can be ﬁxed length or actual calendar years.
Periodic annual forcing can be used with ﬁxed length years only.
29By default, the origin is at the start of year 1, the year is ﬁxed length (365 days)
and periodic forcing is enabled. The origin can be set to the start of a particular
year by setting the baseyear parameter in the time axis parameter set item table.
This changes the default conﬁguration so that the year length varies between 365
and 366 days, according to the calendar year, and periodic forcing is disabled.
Periodic forcing is set on or oﬀ by setting the periodic parameter to 1 or 0
respectively. Including this parameter with the baseyear parameter causes the
default year length to revert to a ﬁxed 365 days. Irrespective of the base year and
periodic forcing settings, a ﬁxed year length can be set using the parameter yearlen.
This can be any positive integer. If actual calendar years are required, yearlen and
periodic variables must be omitted or have missing values.
3.3 Depth Axis and Vertical Grid
[ Input items: environ, zlevel ]
The depth axis corresponds to the z dimension. z is positive downward with the
origin at the sea surface. For each simulation, the z axis is divided into a ﬁnite
number of intervals or depth levels, with level number corresponding to the k di-
mension. Level 1 is the level immediately below the sea surface. The vertical grid
is ﬁxed for each simulation. An option for dynamic vertical grids may be required
in future versions of MarMOT for shelf-sea applications, where tidal variations in
water column depth are important. In the current version, the water column depth
is a constant environment parameter (maxdep).
The vertical grid is deﬁned by providing a bottom-of-level depth in m for each
level. Each record in the vertical grid item speciﬁcation table deﬁnes the number
of levels nk for a particular instance on the grid (up to a maximum of 500). The
ﬁrst level number k1 and the interval kstep must both be 1. The data table must
contain a variable zbot with the required number of level bottom depths for each
instance. The mid-point of the top level must lie above the maximum depth, deﬁned
by the parameter maxdep,a ta l ls i t e st ow h i c ht h eg r i di sa p p l i e d .
If a horizontal location is needed, for extracting zbot data from a NetCDF data
set, then a single point in one or both of the dimensions i and j can be deﬁned in the
vertical grid item speciﬁcation table. This is done by specifying i1 and istep and/or
j1 and jstep. The step variables determine the search radius in each dimension,
which is half the step size.
303.4 Initial Conditions
[ Input items: option, init ]
Depth-varying initial conditions for primary tracers and/or composition ratios can
be provided by including the relevant variables in the initial proﬁle item data table.
Default values for any primary tracer and composition ratio variables omitted can
be provided in the option parameter set item table (using the same variable names).
These depth-invariant values are used only where the variables are omitted from the
initial proﬁle item. They are not substituted for missing values of variables included
therein.
The initializable variables are the 7 primary tracers and 4 composition ratios
listed below.
• din: dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) (mmol N m−3)
• phy:p h y t o p l a n k t o nn i t r o g e n( m m o lNm −3)
• zoo: zooplankton nitrogen (mmol N m−3)
• det:d e t r i t a ln i t r o g e n( m m o lNm −3)
• nh4:a m m o n i u m( m m o lNm −3)
• dic:d i s s o l v e di n o r g a n i cc a r b o n( D I C )( m m o lCm −3)
• alk:a l k a l i n i t y( m e qm −3)
• rcchl:p h y t o p l a n k t o nC : c h l o r o p h y l lr a t i o( gC( gC h l ) −1)
• rcnphy: phytoplankton C:N ratio (mol C (mol N)−1)
• rcnzoo: zooplankton C:N ratio (mol C (mol N)−1)
• rcndet: detritus C:N ratio (mol C (mol N)−1)
This list will be expanded with the implementation of additional ecosystem models
in MarMOT.
Initial proﬁles are deﬁned on the k grid used in the simulation, which may be
case-dependent. In the initial proﬁle item speciﬁcation table, the ﬁrst level number
k1 and the interval kstep must both be 1. The number of values nk may diﬀer from
the number of levels in the grid but suﬃcient values must be provided to initialize
31the whole water column, down to the maximum depth maxdep.I n i t i a ld a t af o ra n y
levels with mid-points below this are ignored. The item data table is not expected to
contain depth information. Depths corresponding to k values are determined from
the vertical grid item data.
At i m ea tw h i c ht h ei n i t i a lc o n d i t i o n sa r ev a l i dc a no p t i o n a l l yb ei n c l u d e di nt h e
initial proﬁle item speciﬁcation table. This is done by deﬁning a single grid point in
either the t dimension (by specifying t1)o ri nb o t ht h eyear and tofyr dimensions
(by specifying year1 and tofyr1). If a time is present, then it must be within
1 day of a simulation start time (ignoring fractions of a day) to be valid for that
simulation.
If a horizontal location is needed, for extracting zbot data from a NetCDF data
set, then a single point in one or both of the dimensions i and j can be deﬁned in
the initial proﬁle item speciﬁcation table. This is done by specifying i1 and istep
and/or j1 and jstep. The step variables determine the search radii.
The speciﬁed initial conditions are used to initialize the prognostic variables re-
quired by the active ecosystem model at the start of a simulation. Any required
tracer concentrations that are not explicitly initialized (or are negative) will be ini-
tialized to zero. Required composition ratios not explicitly initialized are set to
model defaults. Initialized composition ratios will be overridden if particular values
or ranges are imposed by the model. The actual initial values used are included in
the end-of-timestep output tables, preceding the output for each simulation. Model-
speciﬁc details are given in Section 6.
3.5 Environmental Forcing
[ Input items: option, environ, ft, fkt, fkt2 ]
The ecosystem models are forced by time series of a number of diﬀerent variables,
of which some are scalars and some are full-depth proﬁle vectors. The scalar forcing
variables are
• sol:s o l a rr a d i a t i o ni n c i d e n to ns e a - s u r f a c e( Wm −2,d o w n w a r d s )
• solav:d a i l ym e a ns o l a rr a d i a t i o ni n c i d e n to ns e a - s u r f a c e( Wm −2,d o w n w a r d s )
• mld:m i x e dl a y e rd e p t h( m )
• sss:s e a - s u r f a c es a l i n i t y
32• pco2atm:a t m o s p h e r i cp C O 2 at air-sea interface (µatm)
The full-depth forcing variables are
• vdc:v e r t i c a ld i ﬀ u s i o nc o e ﬃ c i e n ta tb o t t o mo fl e v e l( m 2 d−1)
• w:v e r t i c a lv e l o c i t ya tb o t t o mo fl e v e l( md −1,u p w a r d s )
• temp:t e m p e r a t u r e( ◦C)
• dinref:r e f e r e n c eD I Nc o n c e n t r a t i o n( m m o lNm −3)
• phyref:r e f e r e n c ep h y t o p l a n k t o nc o n c e n t r a t i o n( m m o lNm −3)
• zooref: reference zooplankton concentration (mmol N m−3)
• detref: reference detritus concentration (mmol N m−3)
• nh4ref: reference ammonium concentration (mmol N m−3)
• dicref:r e f e r e n c eD I Cc o n c e n t r a t i o n( m m o lCm −3)
• alkref:r e f e r e n c ea l k a l i n i t yc o n c e n t r a t i o n( m e qm −3)
The solar radiation aﬀects the light available for photosynthesis (see Section 3.6).
The mixed layer depth (MLD), vertical diﬀusion coeﬃcient and vertical velocity
together determine the passive physical transport of the tracers by the water. The
reference proﬁles and possibly the mixed layer depth are used in the context of tracer
relaxation. Temperature, salinity and atmospheric pCO2 are used in connection
with air-sea CO2 ﬂux calculations and temperature is also used in determining some
model rates. Details are model-speciﬁc (see Chapter 6). Mixed layer depth also
has some model-speciﬁc uses. Further variables will be added as required when new
ecosystem models are implemented.
3.5.1 Transport of Tracers
Passive transport of the tracers is fully determined by the mixed layer depth (MLD),
the vertical diﬀusion coeﬃcient and the vertical velocity. Vertical velocities and
diﬀusion coeﬃcients at top and bottom boundaries are always zero. No provision is
made for slope currents at present and any non-zero values for the bottom level in
the water column are ignored.
33The use of MLD is controlled by the boundary layer mixing option mixopt in
the option parameter set. If mixopt =0( t h ed e f a u l t ) ,n oe x p l i c i tb o u n d a r yl a y e r
mixing is applied (although equivalent mixing can be set up using vertical diﬀusion
coeﬃcient proﬁles). This does not prevent MLD input data from being used in
tracer relaxation control (see Section 3.5.2) or model speciﬁc functions (see Chapter
6). Other options are (1) homogenize tracers over all levels wholly above the MLD
at the end of each timestep or (2) do the same but also apply partial mixing to the
level spanning the MLD. This involves mixing in tracer from the fraction of that
level above the MLD and adjusting the concentration in the partially mixed level to
conserve total tracer. Boundary layer mixing is applied immediately before tracer
relaxation, which occurs at the end of each time step.
The use of the vertical diﬀusion coeﬃcient is enabled or disabled by setting
the option parameter diﬀusion to 1 or 0 respectively. The default is no diﬀusion
(diﬀusion =0 ) .
The eﬀect of the vertical velocity ﬁeld on the tracers depends on the choice of
advection scheme. Importantly, the advection scheme may also apply additional
‘active’ velocities (velocities relative to the water) that the ecosystem model assigns
to particular tracers, if it is not handling them internally. Details and available
options are model-speciﬁc.
Three diﬀerent advection schemes are available, each introducing diﬀerent amounts
of implicit diﬀusion. A particular scheme is selected by the option parameter ad-
vection,s e tt oo n eo ft h ef o l l o w i n g .
0. no advection; no active tracer velocities if handled externally (default)
1. central diﬀerence scheme
2. upstream diﬀerence scheme
3. Multidimensional Positive Deﬁnite Centered Diﬀerence scheme (MPDCD)
The following general equation describes the tracer change due to advection in a
particular grid cell or level with height ∆z.
dX
dt
=
wbotXbot − wtopXtop +( wtop − wbot)X
∆z
(3.1)
where wbot and wtop are the upward velocities at the bottom and top of the grid cell,
Xbot, Xtop are tracer concentrations at the corresponding boundaries and X is the
34tracer concentration within the cell. The last term in the numerator represents the
horizontal tracer ﬂux due to vertical divergence in the velocity ﬁeld (zero for active
velocities). The horizontal tracer gradient is assumed to be zero.
In the basic central diﬀerence scheme and in the MPDCD scheme, introduced by
Lafore et al. (1998), the boundary concentrations are averages of the concentrations
either side of the boundary. In the upstream scheme they are the concentrations for
the upstream cell. Central diﬀerencing has the advantage of conceptual simplicity
and low numerical diﬀusion but is ill-suited to biogeochemical simulations as it can
produce negative tracer concentrations in regions of sharp gradients. The positive
deﬁnite upstream diﬀerencing scheme solves the problem of negative concentrations
but is problematic due to high implicit diﬀusion. The MPDCD scheme retains the
advantages of central diﬀerencing but applies a ﬂux limiter ratio to implement a
suﬃcient condition for avoiding negative concentrations.
For a particular grid cell, the ﬂux limiter ratio is given by
β
OUT =
X
FOUT
∆z ∆t
(3.2)
where ∆t is the length of the time step and F OUT is the tracer ﬂux out of the grid
cell (expressed here as a ﬂux per unit area).
F
OUT =[ wbotXbot]
− +[ wtopXtop]
+ +[ ( wtop − wbot)X]
− (3.3)
where [.]+ ≡ max(0,.)a n d[ .]− ≡ max(0,.). The tracer concentrations are those at
the beginning of the time step. When βOUT < 1, more than the initial amount of
tracer in the cell would be removed during the time step. All ﬂuxes out of the cell
are then multiplied by the factor βOUT to prevent this.
The general equation for the application of the ﬂux limiter ratio in the MPDCD
scheme is
ˆ Fi =m i n ( 1 ,β
OUT
i−1 )[Fi]
+ +m i n ( 1 ,β
OUT
i )[Fi]
− (3.4)
where Fi at the ﬂux at the boundary between cells i − 1a n di in the direction of
increasing i.T h i sg i v e st h ec o r r e c t e dﬂ u xˆ Fi for each boundary. In the 1-D context
here, the horizontal ﬂux is corrected on the basis that βOUT is horizontally uniform
(consistent with zero tracer gradient). The corrected total ﬂux is then
35ˆ F =m i n ( 1 ,β
OUT
k+1 )[wbotXbot]
+ +m i n ( 1 ,β
OUT
k )[wbotXbot]
−
−
￿
min(1,β
OUT
k )[wtopXtop]
+ +m i n ( β
OUT
k−1 )[wtopXtop]
−
￿
+min(1,β
OUT
k )(wtop − wbot)X. (3.5)
where k is the level number. Equation 3.1 is re-written in terms of the corrected
ﬂux, so
dX
dt
=
ˆ F
∆z
. (3.6)
Ac o m p a r i s o no ft h e3a d v e c t i o ns c h e m e si nt h ec o n t e x to f3 - Db i o g e o c h e m i c a l
simulations is given by Oschlies and Gar¸ con (1999). They showed the eﬀect of
numerical diﬀusion to be a little greater with the MPDCD scheme than with the
simple central diﬀerence scheme but much less than with the upstream scheme.
3.5.2 Tracer Relaxation
The primary tracers can be relaxed to ﬁxed or time-varying reference proﬁles. This
feature can be used to compensate for missing horizontal ﬂuxes or other sources
of error. Relaxation rates (in fraction of departure corrected per day) are set for
individual tracers in the option parameter set item. The variable name for each
relaxation rate parameter is of the form rlx<tracername>.D e f a u l tr a t e sa r ez e r o ,
implying no relaxation. A relaxation rate r implies a relaxation ﬂux
dX
dt
=( X − Xref)r (3.7)
for a tracer having a concentration X and a reference concentration Xref.
Setting the daily rate r to match the number of timesteps per day (24 by default or
the value of option parameter nstepday if given) causes the tracer values to be fully
replaced by the reference proﬁles at each timestep, allowing particular variables to be
held constant for diagnostic purposes. If leapfrog time-stepping is used (see Section
363.7.2), relaxation applies over a double time step so r should be set to half the number
of time steps per day. This feature can also be used with a time-varying reference
ﬁeld, directly inserting replacement data for one or more tracers at each timestep
such that the tracer trajectory is determined externally and not dependent on the
model. Replacement data could come from the output of a previous simulation.
Relaxation can be suppressed above or below a dynamic reference depth z, under
the control of two option parameters: the relaxation mask ﬂag rlxmask and the
relaxation mask depth option rlxmaskopt. rlxmask can be (0) no mask, (-1) mask
at z and above or (1) mask at z and below. rlxmaskopt sets the reference depth to
either (1) the mixed layer depth, (2) the euphotic zone depth, deﬁned as the depth
at which PAR is 1% of surface value, or (3) the greater of MLD and euphotic zone
depth. The relaxation mask is the same for all relaxed tracers. The euphotic zone
depth is available as a diagnostic variable (zeuphotic)i nt h eM a r M O To u t p u t .
3.5.3 Options for Data Provision
MarMOT allows a lot of ﬂexibility in the way the input data are provided so that
simple experiments can be set up easily. Full-depth proﬁle variables can be deﬁned
as scalars if no depth variation is required, avoiding the need to replicate values.
Similarly, scalar forcing variables that are to be held constant can be deﬁned as
environment parameters.
Data for scalar forcing variables are given in the scalar forcing item data table
and those for the proﬁle variables are given in either one or two proﬁle forcing item
data tables. Use of multiple proﬁle forcing items allows diﬀerent proﬁle forcing
variables to be deﬁned on diﬀerent time grids in the same simulation. Alternatively,
the feature can be used to set up a subset of proﬁle forcing variables that are not
time-dependent. Each variable is only allowed to appear in one of the proﬁle forcing
item data tables.
Any full-depth proﬁle variables in the scalar forcing item serve as defaults for
variables omitted from the proﬁle forcing items. Likewise, any forcing variables ap-
pearing in the environment parameter set item serve as defaults for forcing variables
not provided elsewhere. Forcing variables not deﬁned anywhere are set to zero.
All instances of time-varying forcing data are deﬁned at ﬁxed time intervals, as
determined by the entries in the respective item speciﬁcation tables. Each time grid
must span the time period of any simulation for which the forcing data are to be
used. In cases of periodic forcing (time axis parameter periodic =1 ) ,t h ef o r c i n g
should span the time period from 0 to the year length on the t axis. Forcing for this
37period is then applied to all years.
The proﬁle forcing data are deﬁned on the k grid used in the simulation. In
the item speciﬁcation table, the ﬁrst level number k1 and the interval kstep must
both be 1. As for the initial conditions, nk may diﬀer from the number of levels in
the grid but suﬃcient values must be provided for the whole water column above
the maximum depth maxdep. Once again, depths corresponding to k values are
determined from the vertical grid item data.
If a horizontal location is needed, for extracting zbot data from a NetCDF data
set, then a single point in one or both of the dimensions i and j can be deﬁned in
the item speciﬁcation table. This is done by specifying i1 and istep and/or j1 and
jstep.T h es t e pv a r i a b l e sd e t e r m i n et h es e a r c hr a d i i .F o rs c a l a rf o r c i n gi t e m s ,k or
z can be used to deﬁne the vertical position if it is required for compatibility with
the NetCDF data (by specifying k1 or z1 and the corresponding step variable).
3.5.4 Time Interpolation
Forcing data are interpolated from the input item grids to the mid-point of each
simulation time step, or the end of each time in the case of any reference proﬁles
for tracer relaxation. This is done according to the interpolation mode for each
variable, determined by the option parameter set. Interpolation mode can be (0)
not applied, (1) linear, (2) nearest grid point or (3) persistent from last grid point.
Linear interpolation is the default. However, options (2) and (3) can sometimes
be more appropriate for time-averaged variables such as solar radiation, as linear
interpolation does not conserve the time integral. If the interpolation mode for a
variable is 0 then any input forcing data are ignored and the variable is set to zero.
The interpolation mode for a forcing variable <fvar> is set by the option parameter
fmode<fvar>.T h e d e f a u l t f o r c i n g m o d e c a n b e c h a n g e d b y s e t t i n g t h e o p t i o n
parameter fmode.
Interpolation of data at grid points is not supported so MarMOT does not allow
missing values in the forcing data.
3.6 Photosynthesis and Optics
[ Input items: option, environ, ft ]
Limitation of photosynthesis by available light is handled by a photosyntheis sub-
38model. The sub-model is normally external to the ecosystem model and comprises
individually selectable models for the attenuation of light penetrating down through
the water column, the fraction of the available light that can be absorbed by the
phytoplankton and the light-limitation of photosynthetic carbon ﬁxation.
The following MarMOT option parameters are used to conﬁgure the photosyn-
thesis sub-model.
• photmodel:l i g h tl i m i t a t i o nm o d e ln u m b e r( i fa n y )
• kdmodel:l i g h ta t t e n u a t i o nm o d e ln u m b e r
• kdpathopt: light attenuation model option for path-length adjustment (if
any)
• achlmodel: light absorption model number (if any)
Any sub-model conﬁguration can be used with any ecosystem model. If no light
limitation model is selected, the whole external photosynthesis sub-model is switched
oﬀ, including the determination of available light. Any selected ecosystem model will
then run with zero primary production unless it calculates photosynthesis internally.
Internal photosynthesis sub-models, where available, are activated by setting option
variables in the ecosystem model parameter sets (see Chapter 6).
The photosynthesis sub-models are forced by surface solar radiation. The forcing
variable is either point-in-time irradiance (sol)o rd a i l ym e a ni r r a d i a n c e( solav), de-
pending on the light limitation model selected. The derivation of photosynthetically
available radiation (PAR) from total solar radiation is ecosystem model-speciﬁc, the
PAR fraction being determined by model parameter values. An option to use sur-
face PAR forcing directly should ideally be included in future versions. The environ-
mental parameter latitude (lat)m a yb er e q u i r e d ,d e p e n d i n go nt h el i g h t - l i m i t a t i o n
model and the path-length adjustment option. Also, one or both of two additional
option parameters may be required, depending on the light attenuation model:
• attenwater: downwelling PAR attenuation due to water (m−1)
• attenpig: downwelling PAR attenuation due to pigment (m2 mg−1)
Af u l ld e s c r i p t i o no ft h ep h o t o s y n t h e s i s - s u bm o d e lo p t i o n si sg i v e na tt h ee n do ft h i s
section.
393.6.1 Process Overview
The biomass-speciﬁc rate of photosynthetic carbon ﬁxation (in d−1)c a nb ee x p r e s s e d
as
µ =
1
PC
× PAR × ¯ a￿ × Chl × φ (3.8)
where PC is the concentration of phytoplankton carbon (in mmol C m−3), PAR
is the scalar photosynthetically available radiation (PAR, in E m−2 d−1), ¯ a￿ is the
absorption per unit chlorophyll (in m2 (mg Chl)−1) averaged over the PAR spectrum,
Chl is the concentration of phytoplankton chlorophyll and φ is a quantum yield (in
mmol C E−1). PAR is the total irradiance E(λ)i nt h ew a v e b a n dλ =4 0 0n mt o
λ =7 0 0n m .i . e .
PAR =
￿ 700
400
E(λ)dλ (3.9)
The spectrally averaged chlorophyll-speciﬁc absorption (sometimes referred to as
the spectrally averaged chlorophyll absorption cross-section) is then deﬁned by
¯ a￿ =
￿ 700
400 a￿(λ)E(λ)dλ
PAR
, (3.10)
where a￿(λ) is the spectrally varying chlorophyll-speciﬁc absorption for the phyto-
plankton (which includes the eﬀect of absorption by any co-varying accessory pig-
ments). The product PAR × ¯ a￿ × Chl is the rate at which light energy is absorbed.
The penetration of light through the water column is modelled in terms of down-
welling PAR
PARd =
￿ 700
400
Ed(λ)dλ. (3.11)
For a depth interval z1 to z2
PARd(z2)=PARd(z1)exp(−KdPAR(z2 − z1)) (3.12)
40where, KdPAR is the diﬀuse attenuation coeﬃcient for downwelling PAR, averaged
over the depth interval. The vector quantity PARd is related to scalar PAR by
a geometric correction factor g that depends on the optical characteristics of the
water. At any given wavelength
g =
Kd
a
￿
1 − R
￿Ku
Kd
￿￿
(3.13)
where, Kd and Ku are the diﬀuse attenuation coeﬃcients for downwelling and up-
welling irradiance respectively, R is the reﬂectance and a is the absorption coeﬃcient
(an inherent optical property of the water body). The importance of this correction
factor is discussed by Morel (1991).
In terms of the downwelling radiation, Equation 3.8 becomes
µ =
1
PC
× PARd × ¯ a￿
d × Chl × φ (3.14)
where ¯ a￿
d is a new spectrally averaged chlorophyll-speciﬁc absorption deﬁned in terms
of downwelling PAR:
¯ a￿
d =
￿ 700
400 a￿(λ)g(λ)Ed(λ)dλ
PARd
. (3.15)
To avoid the use of a spectrally dependent absorption parameter, the photosyn-
thesis equation can alternatively be expressed in terms of the photosynthetically
usable radiation (PUR): the fraction of PAR that can be absorbed by the phyto-
plankton. This is given by
PUR =
¯ a￿
d
a￿
max
PARd (3.16)
where a￿
max is the spectral maximum of the chlorophyll-speciﬁc absorption a￿(λ).
Photosynthetic rate is then
µ =
1
PC
× PUR × a
￿
max × Chl × φ. (3.17)
413.6.2 Photosynthesis-Irradiance Curve
The response of the photosynthetic rate to increasing PAR is non-linear due to vari-
ation in the quantum yield. A number of diﬀerent formulations have been proposed
to describe the photosynthesis-irradiance curve (referred to as the P-E curve or P-
Ic u r v e ) . I ng e n e r a lt h o u g h ,i t ’ ss h a p ei sd e t e r m i n e db yi t si n i t i a ls l o p eα and its
maximum value Pmax (the assimilation number), occurring at saturating light levels.
Alternative initial slopes αd and α￿ apply for downwelling PAR or PUR, such
that
µ ≈ α × PAR = αd × PARd = α
￿ × PUR (3.18)
at low light levels. At vanishing light levels, the yield φ has a maximum value φmax,
giving one of the following expressions for the initial slope.
α =
1
PC
× ¯ a￿ × Chl × φmax (3.19)
αd =
1
PC
× ¯ a￿
d × Chl × φmax (3.20)
α
￿ =
1
PC
× a
￿
max × Chl × φmax (3.21)
from Equations 3.8, 3.14 and 3.17 respectively.
The initial slope of a P-E curve deﬁned with respect to PAR (scalar or down-
welling) is expected to vary with depth as the spectrum of the available light changes,
changing the fraction of the light energy absorbed by the phytoplankton. The initial
slope against PUR has no spectral dependency and is therefore constant with depth
(in the absence of other sources of variation).
Each photosynthesis light limitation model is based on a particular P-E curve
J(Pmax,α d,PARd) that parameterizes the eﬀect of light limitation on the photo-
synthetic rate. The realized photosynthetic rate µ may or may not be equal to J
depending on how the ecosystem model handles nutrient limitation. The eﬀect of
nutrient limitation may be included in the determination of Pmax and/or applied
retrospectively.
42The PARd input to J varies strongly and non-linearly with time and depth. Pho-
tosynthesis models simulate either the daily mean photosynthetic rate, with some
parameterization for the diel irradiance cycle, or the instantaneous rate calculated
from point-in-time irradiance. In either case, photosynthesis is averaged over each
depth level from 1 to kphot,w h e r ekphot is the deepest level with an upper depth
above 200 m. For a given depth interval z1 to z2 the mean photosynthesis is
¯ J =
1
τ
￿ τ
0
1
z2 − z1
￿ z2
z1
J(z,t)dzdt (3.22)
or
¯ J =
1
z2 − z1
￿ z2
z1
J(z,t)dz (3.23)
where τ is 24 h, z is depth and t is time of day.
3.6.3 Diagnostics
The following photosynthesis sub-model diagnostics are available in the MarMOT
full-depth output.
• kdpar: diﬀuse attenuation coeﬃcient for downwelling PAR KdPAR (m−1)
• parfracz: fraction of surface downwelling PAR at level mid-point
• parz: downwelling PAR PARd at level mid-point (E m−2 d−1)
• photmax:m a x i m u mp o t e n t i a lp h o t o s y n t h e t i cc a r b o nﬁ x a t i o nr a t ea tp r e s e n t
temperature (d−1)
• limdin: DIN uptake rate limitation factor (0 – 1, 0 for no DIN, 1 for no
limitation)
• pmax:l i g h ts a t u r a t e dc a r b o nﬁ x a t i o nr a t ef o rP - Ec u r v ePmax (d−1)
• alphad: initial slope of P-E curve for downwelling PAR αd ((E m−2)−1)
• pz:p o t e n t i a lc a r b o nﬁ x a t i o nJ at level mid-point (d−1)( p o i n t - i n - t i m em o d e l
only)
43• pk:p o t e n t i a ll e v e lm e a nc a r b o nﬁ x a t i o n¯ J (d−1)
Two further sub-model diagnostics are provided as scalar output variables:
• daylen:d a yl e n g t h( d )( d a i l ym e a nm o d e l so n l y )
• zeuphotic: euphotic zone depth, deﬁned by 1% surface PAR criterion (m)
The full-depth proﬁle of realized photosynthetic rate µ (d−1)i sa v a i l a b l ea st h e
diagnostic variable phot. This is an ecosystem model diagnostic. Although the
DIN limitation factor limdin is nominally a photosynthesis sub-model diagnostic,
it is only treated as such if it aﬀects the P-E curve. In other cases, the factor is
applied internally within the ecosystem model.
The distinction between photosynthesis sub-model and ecosystem model diagnos-
tics may be relevant to the time point, within a time step, to which the diagnostic
output relates. This depends on the time-stepping options (see Section 3.7) and is
discussed in detail in Section 3.8.
3.6.4 Light Limitation Options
The options for light limitation of photosynthesis (option parameter photmodel)
are
0. no photosynthesis (default)
1. Evans and Parslow 1985 daily mean photosynthesis model
2. point-in-time version of Evans and Parslow 1985 photosynthesis model
3. Platt et al. 1990 daily mean photosynthesis model
The ‘no photosynthesis’ option is used to suppress the MarMOT photosynthesis
calculations in cases where photosynthesis is handled internally by the ecosystem
model. Otherwise MarMOT provides the photosynthesis sub-model, making use
of applicable information provided by the ecosystem model. The diﬀerent light-
limitation models are described below.
441: Evans and Parslow 1985 daily mean photosynthesis model
The daily mean photosynthesis model of Evans and Parslow (1985) assumes a trian-
gular variation of irradiance over the day. The model is forced by daily mean solar
radiation (solav). Day length (diagnostic daylen)i sd e t e r m i n e df r o ml a t i t u d e( lat)
and time of year. The P-E curve is described by
J =
PmaxαdPARd ￿
P 2
max +( αdPARd)2
. (3.24)
2: point-in-time version of Evans and Parslow 1985 photosynthesis model
The basic P-E curve is the same as in the Evans and Parslow 1985 daily mean
model but is integrated in depth only, not time. It is forced by point-in-time solar
radiation at the sea-surface (sol)s ot h a tt h ed i e lc y c l eo fp h o t o s y n t h e s i si sm o d e l l e d
is response to the external forcing.
3: Platt et al. 1990 daily mean photosynthesis model
Photosynthesis is calculated according to the integral approximation of Platt et al.
(1990) that assumes a sinusoidal pattern of irradiance over the day. The model is
forced by daily mean solar radiation (solav). Day length (diagnostic daylen)i s
determined from latitude (lat)a n dt i m eo fy e a r .T h eb a s i cP - Ec u r v ei so ft h ef o r m
J = Pmax
￿
1 − exp
￿
−
αdPARd
Pmax
￿￿
. (3.25)
3.6.5 Light Attenuation Options
The light attenuation model options (option parameter kdmodel)a r e
0. constant PAR attenuation (default)
1. depth-independent PAR attenuation
2. Anderson 1993 PAR attenuation model with original depth layers
453. Anderson 1993 PAR attenuation model with alternative depth layers
In addition, the option parameter kdpathopt can be used to modify the output
KdPAR proﬁle by applying a path length adjustment. In the absence of a PAR
attenuation model (kdmodel = 0), the constant PAR attenuation coeﬃcient is given
by the option parameter attenwater. Descriptions of the other light attenuation
options follow.
1: depth independent PAR attenuation model
The attenuation coeﬃcient is given by
KdPAR = kwater + kpigG (3.26)
where kwater is the attenuation due to water (option parameter attenwater), kpig is
the attenuation due to pigment (option parameter attenpig)a n dG is the pigment
concentration provided by the ecosystem model. The eﬀect of changes in spectral
distribution with depth are not accounted for.
2: Anderson 1993 PAR attenuation model with original depth layers
This is an empirical approximation to the 61 wave-band model of Morel (1988),
developed by Anderson (Anderson, 1993) for use in general circulation models. Light
penetration is based on a 3 layer model of the attenuation coeﬃcient KdPAR,a sa
function of a depth-invariant pigment concentration. The eﬀect of variations in
the pigment proﬁle above is ignored on the basis that sensitivity of KdPAR to such
variations is acceptably low. The three optical layers are divided by layer boundaries
at 5 m and 23 m. KdPAR is determined from the local pigment concentration at
each depth level, with a maximum at 15 mg m−3 (or above). Where model level
boundaries do not coincide with optical layer boundaries, KdPAR is depth averaged
within levels.
3: Anderson 1993 PAR attenuation model with alternative depth layers
This is an alternative approximation of the 61 wave-band model, based on 3 optical
layers with level boundaries at 10 m and 20 m. The approximation method is that of
46Anderson (Anderson, 1993) but the coeﬃcients for the polynomial ﬁt are diﬀerent.
It’s implementation here reproduces the original HadOCC sub-model without the
implied assumption that the top two model levels coincide with the top two optical
layers. The original HadOCC version is still available for comparison as part of the
internal photosynthesis sub-model (see Appendix C).
Oschlies and Gar¸ con 1999 noon path length adjustment
Setting the option parameter kdpathopt to 1 causes the KdPAR proﬁle from the
attenuation model to be adjusted, following Oschlies and Gar¸ con (1999), to allow
for the eﬀect of the sun’s zenith angle on the path length between the surface and
ag i v e nd e p t hz.F r o mS n e l l ’ sl a w ,a ne ﬀ e c t i v ed e p t hf o rt h ed i r e c tp a t hi sg i v e nb y
˜ z =
z
￿
1 − (sinθ
1.33)2
(3.27)
where θ is the noon zenith angle, determined from the environment parameter lat
and time of year, and 1.33 is an approximate value for the refractive index of water
(slightly low for sea water and PAR waveband). The adjusted attenuation coeﬃcient
for downwelling PAR is
K
￿
dPAR =
KdPAR˜ z
z
. (3.28)
The adjustment is based on the assumption that the direct path eﬀect dominates,
tending to bias KdPAR high, while use of the noon zenith angle means that path
lengths are minimized for the day, tending to bias daily mean KdPAR low. It should
be noted that the true eﬀect of zenith angle on the attenuation coeﬃcient is strongly
wavelength dependent and decreases with depth (Zheng et al.,2 0 0 2 ) . T h ed e p t h
dependency is not modelled. With the default option (kdpathopt =0 ) ,n oa d j u s t -
ment is applied.
3.6.6 Light Absorption Options
The light absorption model options (option parameter achlmodel), controlling the
variation of chlorophyll-speciﬁc absorption of PAR for use by the phytoplankton,
are
470. depth independent light absorption (default)
1. Anderson 1993 PAR spectrally-averaged chlorophyll absorption model
By default, the variation of chlorophyll-speciﬁc light absorption with depth, due to
changes in spectral distribution, is not modelled, so PUR is a ﬁxed fraction of PAR.
In addition, there is no model for the spectrally-dependent geometric correction
to convert between scalar and downwelling irradiance, so no distinction is made
between α and αd or between ¯ a￿ and ¯ a￿
d.
The Anderson 1993 model oﬀers improved accuracy over the default option. How-
ever, following the recommendation of Kettle and Merchant (2008), the implemen-
tation of a model based on more recent, improved descriptions of the chlorophyll-
speciﬁc absorption coeﬃcient will be a priority. This would take into account its
variation with chlorophyll concentration as well as wavelength.
1: Anderson 1993 spectrally-averaged chlorophyll absorption model
The initial P-E slope αd varies with depth according to a model of the factor
¯ a# =
¯ a￿
d
a￿
max
(3.29)
that relates it to the spectrally-independent initial slope of the photosynthesis-PUR
curve α￿ (i.e. αd = ¯ a#α￿). ¯ a# is the spectrally-averaged non-dimensional (or normal-
ized) chlorophyll-speciﬁc absorption for the phytoplankton with respect to down-
welling irradiance. An empirical approximation to a 61 waveband model (Morel,
1988, 1991) is used to determine ¯ a# for each model level. ¯ a# varies with pigment
concentration (in the range 0-15 mg m−3)a n dd e p t ha n dt h ev a l u ea te a c hl e v e l
depends on the values for levels above. The initial slope α￿,d e ﬁ n e da tt h ep e a k
of the chlorophyll absorption spectrum, is taken to be 2.602 times the value of the
initial slope α, for scalar PAR, immediately below the surface.
483.7 Simulation Options
[ Input items: option, timeperiod ]
The options available for controlling a simulation that have not already been covered
in the previous sections are described here.
3.7.1 Ecosystem Model
The ecosystem model is selected by number using the option parameter model. The
models currently available are described in Section 6. Full mathematical descriptions
are included in Appendix C.
If no ecosystem model is selected, the simulation will be run, with any initialized
tracers, in physics only mode. All tracers are treated identically as passive tracers
and transported according to mixing, diﬀusion and advection processes (if enabled),
controlled by the forcing variables mld, vdc and w respectively. Tracer relaxation
may also be applied.
3.7.2 Time Stepping
By default MarMOT uses an Euler-forward scheme to solve the generic equation
dX
dt
= f(X)( 3 . 3 0 )
so that
Xn+1 − Xn
∆t
= f(Xn)( 3 . 3 1 )
where n represents the current time step and ∆t the length of the time step.
As i n g l et i m es t e pi ss p l i ti n t o5p a r t i a ls t e p s( e a c ho fl e n g t h∆ t) solved indepen-
dently in the sequence below.
491. ecosystem model step (including photosynthesis-sub model)
2. advection step
3. diﬀusion step
4. boundary layer mixing step
5. relaxation step
Autonomous vertical velocities such as those of sinking particles may either be han-
dled in the ecosystem model step or externally in the advection step, according to
model-speciﬁc options (see Section 6).
The tracer-dependent ﬂuxes for the ecosystem model step are determined from the
end-of-time-step tracer concentrations from the previous time step. This convention
allows individual terms in the ecosystem model equations to be calculated, if needed,
from the end-of-time-step simulation output. The ecosystem model step is executed
ﬁrst and the resulting tracer concentrations are then updated in sequence by the
advection, diﬀusion, mixing and relaxation steps (with Xn taken from the previous
partial step).
Sometimes, a particular ecosystem model parameterization dictates applying ad-
vection and diﬀusion before the ecosystem model step, causing the standard sequence
to be over-ridden. Fluxes for the ecosystem model step are still determined from
end-of-time-step concentrations in such cases.
The time step ∆t is 1 hour by default. To change this, the number of time steps
per day can be set by the option parameter nstepday.T o i m p r o v e a c c u r a c y i n
the solution of the ecosystem model equations, the ecosystem model step (in the
standard sequence only) can be broken down into a number of biology sub-steps by
setting the option parameter nstepbio to a value greater than 1. The photosynthesis
sub-model (if external to the ecosystem model) is executed at the beginning of the
time step to determine the light-limited concentration-speciﬁc photosynthetic rate
for the phytoplankton, which then remains constant for the duration of the time step.
Other tracer-dependent factors are re-evaluated at each biology sub-step, so they
become inconsistent with the tracer concentrations in the end-of-time-step output.
Leapfrog Scheme
An optional leapfrog time-stepping scheme with Robert-Asselin ﬁlter (Robert, 1966;
Asselin, 1972) is selected by setting the option parameter leapfrog to 1. The scheme
is described by
50Xn+1 − ¯ Xn−1
2∆t
= f(X)( 3 . 3 2 )
¯ Xn = Xn + α(Xn+1 − 2Xn + ¯ Xn−1)( 3 . 3 3 )
The value of α is given by the option parameter tfparm.T h e 5 p a r t i a l s t e p s a r e
evaluated over the double time step 2∆t,t og e tt h es i m u l a t i o ns t a t eXn+1.T h e
ecosystem model step of length 2∆t is broken down into nstepbio biology Euler
sub-steps if requested. The end-of-time-step output, available at ∆t intervals, is the
ﬁltered value ¯ Xn.
In practice, there is some variation in the time level of the state X used to
determine f.C o n c e p t u a l l y , X = Xn is preferable. This convention is used for
determination of the tracer eﬀect on the light ﬁeld for photosynthesis. However, to
support multiple biology sub-steps and simplify implementation of new ecosystem
models, a convention X = ¯ Xn−1 is used initially for the main ecosystem model
step, with updates for each sub-step. Any tracer concentrations aﬀecting the pho-
tosyntheis sub-model other than via the light ﬁeld are also represented by ¯ Xn−1
(though not updated in sub-steps unless an internal photosynthesis sub-model is
used). Advection and diﬀusion steps are also implemented with X = ¯ Xn−1.
When the leapfrog scheme is selected, the forcing data normally interpolated
to the middle of the output time step before use is instead interpolated to the
middle of the double time step, which is the end of the output time step. Reference
proﬁles for tracer relaxation, normally interpolated to the end of the output time
step before use, are instead interpolated to the end of the double time step, which
is one standard time step ∆t ahead of the output time step. If relaxation rates are
set to half nstepday, tracers are fully replaced by the reference data at the end of
each double time step. In the case of time-varying reference data the result is that
the output will be a ﬁltered version of the reference tracer ﬁeld.
3.7.3 Simulation Time Period
The time period for a simulation is set by the time period parameter set item. The
parameters startyear and startday deﬁne the start time of the simulation and
ﬁnyear and ﬁnday deﬁne the end time. By default, each simulation will start at
the beginning of a day. The parameter startstep can be used to specify a diﬀerent
51time of day by skipping startstep -1m o d e ls t e p sa n di n i t i a l i z i n ga tt h eb e g i n n i n g
of the step speciﬁed.
By default both startyear and ﬁnyear are both 1. These parameters will there-
fore need to be set explicitly to be compatible with any time axis parameter sets in
which the base year is later than year 1. The parameter startday also defaults to
1. ﬁnday defaults to the year length, which is either ﬁxed or dependent on ﬁnyear
according to the time axis conﬁguration (see Section 3.2).
3.8 Simulation Output and Diagnostics
[ Output tables: outt, outkt, outtday, outktday ]
Output tables and particular variables within output tables are selected or deselected
for each experiment as described in Chapter 4. Headers are written for each required
output table by GFAn prior to function evaluation. Each header comprises one
comment line (ignored by Table Toolbox programs) describing each selected variable,
followed by the variable name record. Data records are then added during the model
runs as the data become available. In the proﬁle output tables, separate data records
are output for each level in order of increasing depth. Output buﬀers are ﬂushed
at each time step so that progress can be monitored in real time if necessary. Data
for diﬀerent simulation cases are output in sequence and distinguished by the case
variable values.
End-of-timestep output tables include an additional leading record or set of depth-
dependent records for each simulation case. These data deﬁne the initial state in
terms of the values of the tracers and composition ratios at the simulation start time.
Only data relevant to the current simulation are represented. These may include
prognostic and diagnostic variables and possibly external data, such as composition
ratios, supplied for diagnosing un-modelled tracer values.
3.8.1 Variables
The complete list of variables available, together with their descriptions and units,
are given in the template ﬁles for the variable selection tables (see Chapter 4). They
include a number of derived tracers and other diagnosed variables that are useful
for budgeting purposes. In particular, the total concentrations for each element
(carbon and nitrogen) are calculated as derived tracers where possible, together
with the horizontal ﬂuxes of these elements associated with vertical divergence.
52Any additional ﬂuxes due to imposed relaxation forcing are output as separate
diagnostics. The two types of ﬂuxes are also available for the individual primary
tracers. Vertical integrals are available for all tracer concentrations and for the
elemental ﬂuxes.
Variables appear in the output tables in the following order.
• case variables
• time variables
• depth variables
• scalar forcing variables (in scalar output only)
• proﬁle forcing variables – non-tracer
• proﬁle forcing variables – reference tracer concentrations
• primary tracers
• composition ratios
• derived tracers
• proﬁle diagnostics for photosynthesis sub-model
• proﬁle diagnostics for ecosystem model
• horizontal element ﬂuxes
• horizontal primary tracer ﬂuxes
• elemental relaxation ﬂuxes
• primary tracer relaxation ﬂuxes
• scalar diagnostics for photosynthesis sub-model (in scalar output only)
• scalar diagnostics for ecosystem model (in scalar output only)
• vertical tracer integrals, primary and derived (in scalar output only)
• vertical integrals of elemental ﬂuxes (in scalar output only)
53The values of any selected variables not relevant to the current simulation are repre-
sented as missing data in the output tables, irrespective of whether they are available
in the input data.
Time is represented in 4 diﬀerent ways if all variables are selected. A particular
time is speciﬁed by (i) the value of dimension variable t (giving time relative to the
start of the base year), (ii) the dimension variables year and tofyr,( i i i )t h ev a r i a b l e
year,t h ed a yn u m b e r( day)a n dt h em o d e ls t e pn u m b e rw i t h i nt h a td a y( step)o r
(iv) the variable year,t h em o n t h( mth), the day of the month (date)a n dt h et i m e
of day in hours (tofd).
Depth is represented in the proﬁle output tables by dimension variables k and/or
z.V a r i a b l e sztop, z and zbot refer to the depth at the top, mid-point and bottom of
the level respectively. All variables are level mean values unless otherwise speciﬁed
in their descriptions. In the scalar output tables, the proﬁle variables are represented
by their values for the top level (k =1 ) .
3.8.2 Time of Validity
In the end-of-time-step output tables, the tracer values (reference tracer concentra-
tions / primary tracers / derived tracers / vertical tracer integrals) and the compo-
sition ratios pertain to the time speciﬁed in each output record (the output time).
For the daily mean output tables, these variables are taken to vary linearly during
the time-step and averaged accordingly. The remaining variables, comprising the
non-tracer forcing ﬁelds and various diagnostics, are either constant for the duration
of the time step or treated as such for averaging purposes.
For a non-tracer forcing variable, the end-of-time-step output value is the value
used during the time-step. This is a general principle too for diagnostics that are
intermediate values used in the simulation. In cases not using multiple biology sub-
steps or leapfrog time stepping, the output values for such diagnostics are values used
throughout the time-step. They are determined using beginning-of-time-step tracer
values so are consistent with tracer values in the previous output record. Other
diagnostics, speciﬁcally primary production (pprod)a n dt h eb i o l o g i c a l l yd r i v e n
vertical carbon transport (ctranbio), are calculated by the MME from information
supplied by the model after the time-step has executed. These are diagnosed from
a rate for the time step and an end-of-time-step biomass so are consistent with the
biomass tracer values in the current output record.
If multiple biology sub-steps are used (option parameter nbiostep > 1) then
diagnostics that are intermediate values used in the ecosystem model step relate
54to the last sub-step, rather than the beginning of the time step. This does not
aﬀect photosynthesis sub-model diagnostics as these are not re-calculated for each
sub-step.
If leapfrog time stepping is used, then the photosynthesis sub-model diagnostics
pertain to the middle of the double time step, which is the output time. They
are therefore consistent with the tracer values in the current output record. Other
intermediate-value diagnostics are still based on beginning-of-time-step tracer con-
centrations, except in the case of multiple biology sub-steps. When there are multiple
sub-steps, intermediates are determined using tracer concentrations at the beginning
of the last sub-step in the double time step. When nbiostep > 2t h i si sa c t u a l l y
ahead of the output time.
3.9 Observation Data Set
[ Input item: obset ]
The observation set may contain actual observation data or any other reference
data against which to compare the simulations. Any of the variables available in
the model output tables (from scalar forcing variables onwards) can be provided as
variables in the observation data set. The observation set may also contain a weight
variable for each of these observation variables. The weight variable for observation
variable <x> is w.<x>.I t sv a l u ei su s e dt os c a l et h es q u a r e dd i ﬀ e r e n c e sb e t w e e n
simulated and observed values of <x> in the cost function, as described in the next
section. It is typically the reciprocal of an error variance used to normalize the
model-data misﬁt so that the signiﬁcance of the weighted misﬁts is consistent with
knowledge of uncertainty in the observations.
In the current prototype, observations must be referenced to the t dimension, the
origin of which can be case-dependent. This is not ideal and the alternative time
dimension variables, year and tofyr,s h o u l db er e c o g n i z e di nf u t u r ev e r s i o n s .
Observations may also be referenced to the z dimension. A clear distinction
is made between observations of scalar variables, which inherently have no depth
dependency, and observations of proﬁle variables, which can be depth-dependent.
The z dimension is optional and can be omitted if an observation set contains
only scalar variables. Otherwise the item speciﬁcation table must contain the zﬂag
variable and this must be set to 1 for all instances that contain depth-dependent
variables, to indicate the possible presence of z values in the item data table.
55Each record in the data table deﬁnes one, possibly muti-variate observation. Ob-
servations must appear in order of increasing time within each instance of the obser-
vation set item. Observations with the same time but diﬀerent depths can appear
in any order. Multiple observations at the same time and depth are allowed. In any
mixed observation sets, having observations of scalar and proﬁle variables, scalar
variable values are only allowed in data table records with blank z values (depth-
independent records) and proﬁle variable values are only allowed in records with
numeric z values (depth-speciﬁc records).
When comparing simulation and observation data for misﬁt calculations, Mar-
MOT linearly interpolates the simulation data from level mid-points to depth z.
For forcing variables vdc and w that are deﬁned at level boundaries this may be
a problem if the observation depths are actual depths. To solve this they would
need to be adjusted externally in a grid-dependent way to ensure accurate location
matching. However, they are commonly derived from previous MarMOT output on
the same grid and in such cases no adjustment is needed.
To use either scalar data or proﬁle data from a previous MarMOT run as a
synthetic observation set, the applicable output table can be used as the item data
table without any modiﬁcation of its contents, provided the necessary dimension
variables are present. However, a corresponding item speciﬁcation table must also
be present. (The two tables are associated by means of the ﬁlename convention
described in Chapter 4.) For eﬃciency, MarMOT detects that the observation depth
matches the level mid-point depth (within the ﬂoating point precision) and does not
attempt to interpolate all the variables.
3.10 Cost Function and Simulation Misﬁt Data
[ Input item: mﬁtctrl; Output table: mﬁt ]
3.10.1 Cost Function Deﬁnition
The cost function value J, returned by GFAn as the objective function value, is a
weighted average of the squared diﬀerence between simulated and observed values
(or other reference values in the observation set). Values from the nearest simulation
time step are matched to the observation time without interpolation (for eﬃciency).
Proﬁle variable values are interpolated linearly in depth from level mid-points. For
observations above or below the extreme mid-point depths within the water column,
the mid-point values are used. The misﬁt cost is then deﬁned by
56J =
1
N
C ￿
k=1
nk ￿
i=1
m ￿
j=1
pijkwijk(xijk − yijk)
2 (3.34)
N =
C ￿
k=1
nk ￿
i=1
m ￿
j=1
pijk (3.35)
where C is the number of cases, nk is the number of observations for case k, m is
the number of observed variables, xijk is the simulated value of the jth variable at
the ith observation point 1 and yijk is its observed value. The coeﬃcient pijk is 1 if
the variable is present in the observation set or 0 otherwise. The coeﬃcient wijk is
the weight speciﬁed in the observation set or 1 if no weight is given.
If the observation set is the same for all cases, say for an ensemble run at a single
site, the cost function can be written
J =
1
N
C ￿
k=1
n ￿
i=1
m ￿
j=1
pijwij(xijk − yij)
2 (3.36)
N = C
n ￿
i=1
m ￿
j=1
pij (3.37)
The cost function can also be expressed in the simpler form:
J =
1
N
N ￿
i=1
wi(xi − yi)
2 (3.38)
Model-data diﬀerences may optionally be calculated in log or square root space,
in which case x is replaced by log10 x or
√
x respectively and y is likewise replaced by
log10 y or
√
y.L o gt r a n s f o r m a t i o n se m p h a s i z er e l a t i v ee r r o ra n dm a yb ea p p r o p r i a t e
for variables that tend to exhibit log-normal distributions. However, in ecological
1There is no special treatment of multiple observation records occurring at the same time and
depth: the simulation is simply evaluated for multiple observation points that happen to be co-
located
57analyses it is often unclear whether absolute or relative errors should be considered
more important. Square root transformations have been applied as a compromise
in some studies for this reason (Fasham and Evans, 1995; Evans, 1999). Transfor-
mations are applied to variables individually, according to parameters in the misﬁt
control parameter set. To apply a transformation to the variable <x> the parameter
tr.<x> must be present and set to either 1 for log or 2 for square root. A missing
value or 0 indicates no transformation is to be applied.
3.10.2 Misﬁt Table
The misﬁt table contains a detailed breakdown of the misﬁt by individual obser-
vation points and variables. Records, each corresponding to one observation point
(possibly co-located with others), are numbered sequentially. The observation num-
ber (num)i sf o l l o w e db yt h ev a r i a b l e sob.t, ob.year and ob.tofyr which describe
the time of the observation (the latter part of the variable name matching that of
the corresponding variable in the simulation output tables). The variable z then
gives the observation depth.
The remaining variables are organized as follows.
• model-data time diﬀerence (d.t)
• model-data diﬀerences δ (d.<x>)
• weighted misﬁt wδ2 (mf.<x>)
• model output time variables (t, year, day, step, tofyr, mth, date, tofd)
• model level (k)
• model output matched to observation time x (<x>)
• observation values y (ob.<x>)
• misﬁt weighting factor w (w.<x>)
The model-data diﬀerence δ is deﬁned by
δ = x
￿ − y
￿ (3.39)
58where x￿ and y￿ are the transformed values of the model value x and the observation
value y respectively (equal to x and y under the null transformation). The model
level can have a fractional part. This is an interpolation oﬀset, expressed as a
fraction of the separation height between the level mid-point above the observation
depth and that below.
3.10.3 Weighting Considerations
The appropriate weighting of δ2 (the un-weighted simulation misﬁt at the observa-
tion point) depends on the experimental aims. Weights are typically used to allow
for the uncertainty to be associated with δ as an estimate of some displacement
between a modelled state and a real-world state. The desired displacement may
be the deviation from the real-world state for a particular simulation, reﬂecting the
performance of the simulation. Alternatively, it may be the deviation from the real-
world state for a particular ecosystem model with uncertain inputs, reﬂecting the
performance of the model. The uncertain inputs could include model parameters if
the design of the model is being assessed in terms of its structure and formulation
(although not parameters that are being controlled as free parameters in an opti-
mization experiment). The likely error in the estimate of the desired displacement
thus depends on the context. In addition, it is usually time and space dependent
and diﬀerent for diﬀerent variables.
In experiments aimed at assessing the simulation there is, by deﬁnition, no error
in the value x provided by the simulation. The observed value y is taken as an
approximation to the true state, denoted xtrue.I nt r a n s f o r m e dv a r i a b l es p a c e
y
￿ = x
￿
true + ￿obs. (3.40)
where ￿obs is the observation error term. This is the only error term in δ,s ot h e
misﬁt weighting need only depend on the expected variance of ￿obs. However, if the
aim is to assess the performance of the ecosystem model, then errors in its input
data must also be considered. x is taken as an estimate of the true ecosystem model
simulation state (i.e. the state that would be obtained with the true inputs). So
x
￿ = x
￿
mod + ￿ext (3.41)
where x￿
mod is the transformed true simulation state and ￿ext is the simulation error
(in transformed variable space) at the observation point due to error in external
59inputs. The model-data diﬀerence δ becomes an estimate of the diﬀerence (in trans-
formed variable space) between the true ecosystem model simulation and the true
state, with an error ￿ext − ￿obs.T h er e l e v a n te r r o rv a r i a n c ef o rw e i g h t i n gp u r p o s e s
is then the sum of the individual error variances.
In the current version of MarMOT, model-data diﬀerences for individual obser-
vations can only be weighted independently. In experiments aimed at assessing the
simulation this is a relatively minor problem because observation errors can often
be treated as independent. In ecosystem model assessment, it becomes a more sig-
niﬁcant issue; future modiﬁcation of the cost function to allow for dependencies in
time and depth within particular simulation cases is desirable.
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Running MarMOT: the
Experiment Control Interface
This section describes how to run non-optimizing experiments with MarMOT. Pa-
rameter optimization is covered in Chapter 5.
4.1 Command Line Initiation
MarMOT is executed from the command line and takes as arguments any number
of control ﬁles. Each control ﬁle record deﬁnes one experiment to be performed with
the application in terms of a set of input and output ﬁle names. All records from
all control ﬁles are appended into a single control table internally before processing.
The records are then processed in sequence, reading in new input data only when
input ﬁle names change between successive records. Progress information is written
to a log ﬁle (ﬁlename: gfan.log).
The usage is:
marmot [log_file_number] control_file_1 [control_file_2 ...]
The optional argument log_file_number can be used to supply a suﬃx of the form
.n (where n is an integer) for GFAn to append to the log ﬁle name. This is needed
to avoid conﬂict if multiple GFAn jobs are run simultaneously. Any numeric ﬁrst
argument will be treated as a log ﬁle number.
Running MarMOT with no arguments causes it to write out a GFAn banner,
61followed by some information about the MarMOT application and then prompt for
arguments with a usage message. In this interactive mode, the user is given the
opportunity to review the control information for each experiment in turn before
proceeding.
4.2 Input File Templates
Entering no arguments in response to the MarMOT prompt causes MarMOT to
oﬀer to create input ﬁle templates. This facility is provided by GFAn, on behalf of
the MME application, to simplify the procedure of setting up new experiments.
If requested, the templates are written to ﬁles of the form gfan.template.* in
the current directory. The templates are single record tables in transposed table
format (see Appendix A) so that variables are in rows. Each template contains all
recognized variables for a particular input table but each row is commented out by a
leading ‘#’ character and will be ignored unless this is removed. The data values are
initially set to ‘.’a n ds h o u l db ee d i t e da sr e q u i r e d .V a r i a b l ed e s c r i p t i o n sp r o v i d e d
by the MME are included as comments.
The last part of the template ﬁlename is either ctrlf for the control table, casef
for the case table, <itemname>f for parameter item or item speciﬁcation tables,
<itemname>dataf for item data tables or <outputtablename>varf for variable
selection tables. Notes describing MarMOT option codes are written to a separate
ﬁle: gfan.template.readme.
4.3 Output Variable Selection
Av a r i a b l es e l e c t i o nt a b l ec a nb ep r o v i d e df o re a c ho u t p u tt a b l ep r o d u c e db yt h e
MME application. The recognized variables in the variable selection table are the
same as those available in the corresponding output table. A full list can be obtained
from the relevant variable selection table template. In the absence of a selection
table, all variables are selected for output by default.
The selection table may or may not include a data record. Any data records
present after the ﬁrst will be ignored. If the data record is absent, then all variables
present in the selection table (and not commented out) will be selected for output. If
the data record is present, it is expected to contain ﬂag values that indicate whether
or not each variable is to be selected. A ﬂag value of 1 causes the variable to appear
62in the output. A ﬂag value of 0 causes it to be suppressed (as does omission of
the variable). Whether or not data records are used is largely down to personal
preference.
4.4 Setting up Experiments: the Control Table
The control table contains one record for each experiment to be performed. Its
generation from one or more external control tables allows a high degree of ﬂexibility
in the way experiments are sequenced when GFAn is executed.
In MarMOT, all control ﬁle variables are optional (although at least one must be
present). Each external control table may contain the following variables or variable
groups.
• gfanlogf:a l t e r n a t i v el o gﬁ l en a m ef o rc u r r e n te x p e r i m e n t
• <itemname>f:i n p u ti t e mt a b l eﬁ l en a m e
• casef:c a s et a b l eﬁ l en a m e
• <outputtablename>f:o u t p u tt a b l eﬁ l en a m e
• <outputtablename>varf:v a r i a b l es e l e c t i o nt a b l eﬁ l en a m e
With the exception of gfanlogf, all of these variables are used to specify names of
ﬁles to be used for input or output by the MME. For input items that are deﬁned
by two external input tables, the ﬁlename given is that for the item speciﬁcation
ﬁle. The item data ﬁle has the same name with the suﬃx .dat.( .nc is used instead
for NetCDF data or .nct for a table of NetCDF data sets.) File names can be full
path names so input and output ﬁles can be kept in separate directories.
File name variables can be omitted or have missing values for inputs/outputs that
are not needed. It is not necessary for concatenated control ﬁles to contain matching
sets of variables. Blank values of gfanlogf divert output back to the main log.
In the ﬁrst control table record, input ﬁlenames must be given explicitly. In sub-
sequent records (in any control table ﬁle), the ‘.’c h a r a c t e rc a nb eu s e dt oi n d i c a t e
that the data should be the same as for the previous experiment. File names match-
ing those in the previous record also cause GFAn to use the same data. In either
case, the input ﬁles are not re-read; the memory-resident data is used instead.
63Ap r e ﬁ xo f‘ -’a d d e dt oa n yi n p u tﬁ l en a m es p e c i ﬁ e di nt h ec o n t r o lﬁ l ec a u s e s
the normal log output to be suppressed when that input ﬁle is read. If added to an
output ﬁle name, all output to that ﬁle is suppressed. Output to particular output
tables is also suppressed if their ﬁle name ﬁelds are blank. By default GFAn logs
only the metadata for non-parameter set items. A preﬁx of ‘+’ added to the input
ﬁlename causes it to log the data values too.
4.5 GFAn Processing Sequence
Once the internal control table is set up and experiment details conﬁrmed (if nec-
essary), GFAn runs without intervention. For each experiment, GFAn performs the
following steps (if applicable).
1. read output variable selection tables
2. create ﬁles for output tables and write variable names
3. read data into case table
4. read data into item table(s)
5. create/update cross references between case and item tables
6. perform application-dependent checks on input data
7. evaluate objective function (cost function), writing auxiliary output data to
output tables
GFAn writes the control ﬁle information to the log ﬁle followed by a formatted
copy of the input tables read. This may include a case table, parameter item ta-
bles, item speciﬁcation tables and item data tables. Logging of input data items
can be suppressed individually to avoid unnecessary output of large volumes of
data. Item tables are shown in the log with an additional variable (variable name:
<itemname>num) that gives a sequential item number to each instance. If cross-
referencing is successful, a linked version of the case table is written to the log
including the numbers of the items linked to each case record. These can be checked
to ensure the input items being used for each case are those intended.
A number of progress messages are also written to the log including a ﬁnal message
giving the value of the objective function. This should be zero if no observations
are supplied. In interactive mode, these messages are also written to the standard
output stream.
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Parameter Optimization
Parameter optimization in MarMOT is performed by the GFAn optimizer, incorpo-
rating a genetic algorithm based on David L. Carroll’s micro-genetic algorithm code
and a local direction set algorithm for function minimization without derivatives
designed by Powell (1964). The optimizer features are summarized below.
• Seeks minimum of cost function (the objective function) in free parameter
space, over all cases speciﬁed
• Free parameters for each optimization experiment are selectable by name from
any one input parameter set item
• Genetic algorithm
– User-deﬁnable bounds for each parameter or log-transformed parameter
– Initialization from input table of parameter vectors or random
• Local non-gradient direction set algorithm
– User-deﬁnable ﬁxed or open bounds for each parameter or log-transformed
parameter
– Repeat searches with diﬀerent initial parameter vectors from input table
or genetic algorithm output
• Optionally outputs all cost function values and corresponding parameter vec-
tors to evaluations table(s)
• Model evaluator output suppressed until completion
655.1 GFAn Optimizer: User Interface
5.1.1 Input Data
For a particular optimization experiment, the optimizable parameter set is selected
by number. This is done using an adapted version of the control table driving
the experiment control interface described in Chapter 4. The ecosystem model
parameter sets are numbered 1 to n, where n is the number of ecosystem models
implemented. The remaining parameter sets recognized by the MME application
are numbered from n +1o n w a r d s ,i nt h eo r d e rt h a tt h ec o r r e s p o n d i n gp a r a m e t e r
set items are listed in Section 3.1.3.
If the selected parameter set is one of the ecosystem model parameter sets, the
parameter model in the MME option item must match its number for all simulation
cases. This restriction prevents irrelevant simulations being run that are unaﬀected
by the free parameters.
The action of the optimizer is controlled by 3 input tables:
• Optimizer conﬁguration table -p r o v i d e sv a r i o u sp a r a m e t e r sf o rs e t t i n gu pt h e
optimizer. A default conﬁguration is used if omitted.
• Free parameter table -s p e c i ﬁ e sp a r a m e t e r st ob eo p t i m i z e da n dr a n g e si fa p -
plicable. This table is mandatory if an optimizable parameter set is selected.
• Parameter initialization table - provides one or more initial parameter sets
for use by optimizer. This table is optional by default but can be mandatory
depending on the optimizer conﬁguration.
Details of the variables in these optimizer input tables are given in Sections 5.5,
5.6 and 5.7. Templates for the input ﬁles are included with the other input ﬁle
templates generated on request (see Chapter 4). Separate parameter initialization
templates are available for each MME parameter set item.
5.1.2 Output Data
The optimizer can produce any or all of the following output tables.
66• New parameter table - contains ﬁnal results: one or more ‘optimized’ parameter
vectors
• G. A. function evaluation ﬁle -c o n t a i n sr e s u l t so fa l lc o s tf u n c t i o ne v a l u a t i o n s
performed by the genetic algorithm, with the corresponding free parameter
vectors
• Powell function evaluation ﬁle -c o n t a i n sr e s u l t so fa l lc o s tf u n c t i o ne v a l u a t i o n s
performed by the Powell alogorithm, with the corresponding free parameter
vectors
Ar e p o r tﬁ l ec o n t a i n i n gf r e ef o r m a tl o gi n f o r m a t i o n ,i n c l u d i n gp o p u l a t i o nd e t a i l s
and statistics for each generation, can also be produced and the optimal parameter
vector and corresponding cost function minimum are written to the GFAn log ﬁle.
5.2 Optimal Parameter Set Results
If the Powell algorithm is not enabled, the new parameter table contains the n
lowest cost parameter vectors from the population of parameter vectors returned
by the genetic algorithm, where n is determined by the optimizer conﬁguration, as
indicated in Section 5.6 (n = ga nout).
If the Powell algorithm is enabled, the new parameter table contains the param-
eter vectors at cost function minima located by the Powell algorithm. One vector
is returned for each application of the Powell algorithm with a diﬀerent start point
in parameter space. Each of these optimal parameter vectors are output as soon as
they are available.
The variables in a new parameter table for N free parameters are
• psetkey:p a r a m e t e rv e c t o ri d .
• <parametername> ×N:p a r a m e t e rv e c t o rv a l u e s .
• funcmin: cost function value at the location given by the parameter vector.
• n.iter number of Powell iterations performed to locate the minimum.
• n.eval number of cost function evaluations performed by the Powell algorithm.
67• cputime:t o t a lc p u - t i m eu s e db yt h eP o w e l la l g o r i t h mi ns e c o n d s .1
• time elapsed time for the Powell algorithm in seconds.
5.3 The Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm is designed to solve a bounded minimization problem using
am e t h o db a s e do ne v o l u t i o nb yn a t u r a ls e l e c t i o n( s u r v i v a lo ft h eﬁ t t e s t ) . I ti sa
micro-genetic algorithm (Krishnakumar, 1989), the implementation of which is based
on David L. Carroll’s Fortran Genetic Algorithm Driver code (version 1.7a, 2nd
April 2001), freely available from <http://cuaerospace.com/carroll/ga.html>
(written here in C for interfacing with GFAn).
Each individual parameter vector from a population of such vectors is represented
by a string of bits. This is treated as the parameter vector’s ‘genome’. Each pa-
rameter value is represented by a number of bits within the genome string that
depends on the desired resolution in the corresponding dimension of the parameter
space. The ‘ﬁtness’ of each individual vector is determined by the smallness of it’s
associated cost function value. The initial population can be generated randomly
or from a user-supplied table of n parameter vectors, where n is the population size
deﬁned by the variable ga npop (see Section 5.6).
For a given population, the algorithm generates each individual of a new popu-
lation by ﬁrst selecting a parent pair, where each parent is the ﬁttest of two chosen
randomly with a shuﬄing technique, then performing a ‘crossover’ between the
parents, where bits are swapped according to a stochastic scheme. There are two
alternative schemes: either bits are swapped individually according to a crossover
probability applied to each bit (uniform crossover) or a whole section of the genome
starting at a random point is swapped (single-point crossover). Optionally, two child
individuals may be generated from each parent pair instead of one. If ‘elitism’ is en-
abled then one of the new generation will always be a ‘clone‘ of the ﬁttest individual,
rather than a child generated in the normal way.
After each generation, a check is performed to determine the proportion of bits,
over the whole population, that diﬀer from those of the ﬁttest individual. If it is less
than 5%, the population is considered to be converged. At this point, the algorithm
is either terminated, if it has performed at least the minimum number of generations,
or re-initialized with the ﬁttest individual and n − 1r a n d o m l yg e n e r a t e do n e s .
1The alternative un-calibrated time variable clock is substituted if the number of clock cycles
per second is undeﬁned at compile time.
68If an output ﬁle is speciﬁed, the following output is written to a G. A. function
evaluation table every time the cost function is evaluated.
• generation: G. A. generation number
• individual:I n d i v i d u a ln u m b e ri np o p u l a t i o no fp a r a m e t e rv e c t o r s
• <parametername> ×N:p a r a m e t e rv e c t o rv a l u e s .
• func:c o s tf u n c t i o nv a l u ea tt h el o c a t i o ng i v e nb yt h ep a r a m e t e rv e c t o r .
• cputime:c u m u l a t i v ec p u - t i m eu s e db yt h eP o w e l la l g o r i t h mi ns e c o n d s .
The output buﬀer is ﬂushed between function evaluations so progress can be moni-
tored in real time.
5.4 The Non-Gradient Direction Set Algorithm
Powell’s direction set method (Powell, 1964) is used to locate a cost function mini-
mum in the free parameter space of dimension N.T h i sm e t h o dd o e sn o tu s eg r a d i e n t
information and therefore does not require the provision of an adjoint for the cost
function. Starting at a given point (a ‘ﬁrst guess’), it involves successive iterations,
each consisting of a sequence of minimizations along some set of N straight lines
in the parameter space such that each line passes through the previous minimum
found. At the end of each iteration, the direction set is updated by substituting the
line through the iteration start and end points for one of the old directions. Iteration
continues until the function stops decreasing, subject to a small tolerance value.
The version of Powell’s algorithm used is that described in Press et al. (1992),
with reference to Acton (1970). It diﬀers from Powell’s quadratically convergent
method in that, after each iteration, the old direction discarded is speciﬁcally cho-
sen to be that along which the largest decrease in the function was made (rather
than the oldest direction in the set). This apparently paradoxical approach avoids
the development of linear dependence between directions that can otherwise cause
the search to collapse onto a lower-dimensional subspace. Line minimization is per-
formed using Brent’s method (Brent, 1973).
The optimization procedure can be repeated with diﬀerent starting points in
parameter space to increase the likelihood of locating a global minimum. Initializa-
tion data can be taken from the output of the genetic algorithm or, if the genetic
algorithm is not enabled, data can be provided in the parameter initialization table.
69The Powell algorithm treats the parameter space as inﬁnite in N dimensions.
However, to support bounded minimizations, transformations can be applied to any
parameter values p (in original or log space) to provide an unbounded value p￿ for
the optimizer.
p
￿ =
￿ p−pmid
p−plower ,p < p mid
p−pmid
pupper−p ,p > p mid
￿
(5.1)
pmid =
1
2
(plower + pupper)( 5 . 2 )
where plower and pupper are the required lower and upper bounds in the old ﬁnite pa-
rameter space. Transformations are dimension speciﬁc, so bounded and unbounded
parameters can be optimized simultaneously.
The following output is written to the Powell function evaluation table if an
output ﬁle is speciﬁed.
• psetkey:i n i t i a lp a r a m e t e rv e c t o ri d .
• iternum:P o w e l la l g o r i t h mi t e r a t i o nn u m b e r .
• dirnum:P o w e l la l g o r i t h md i r e c t i o nn u m b e rf o rc u r r e n tl i n em i n i m i z a t i o n .
• evalnum: cost function evaluation number within current line minimization.
• <parametername> ×N:p a r a m e t e rv e c t o rv a l u e s .
• func: cost function value at the location given by the parameter vector.
• cputime:c u m u l a t i v ec p u - t i m eu s e db yt h eP o w e l la l g o r i t h mi ns e c o n d s .
For eﬃciency, the output buﬀer is not ﬂushed between each function evaluation.
5.5 Deﬁning the Free Parameter Space
The free parameter table determines the parameters that are selected from the
optimizable parameter set to deﬁne the optimizer’s search space. The optimizable
70parameter set item table may contain multiple instances of the parameter set if one
or more of the parameters are case dependent. This is not a problem: no special
conﬁguration is required to work with a parameter set having a mixture of free
parameters and case-dependent parameters.
The characteristics of each free parameter are deﬁned by a separate record in the
free parameter table with the following variables.
• parmname:p a r a m e t e rv a r i a b l en a m e
• logmin:l o w e rb o u n df o rt r a n s f o r m e dp a r a m e t e ri nl o g 10 space (default = 0)
• logmax:u p p e rb o u n df o rt r a n s f o r m e dp a r a m e t e ri nl o g 10 space (default = 0)
• min:l o w e rb o u n df o rp a r a m e t e r( d e f a u l t=0 )
• max:u p p e rb o u n df o rp a r a m e t e r( d e f a u l t=1 )
• nbits ga:n u m b e ro fb i t sr e p r e s e n t i n gp a r a m e t e rv a l u ef o rg e n e t i ca l g o r i t h m
(default = 8)
• powellbounds:s w i t c h f o r u s i n g ﬁ n i t e p a r a m e t e r b o u n d s i n a p p l i c a t i o n o f
Powell algorithm (default = ON)
All variables except parmname are optional. Defaults are applied to all parame-
ters for any omitted variables. The log transform is applied to a particular dimen-
sion if one or both log space bounds logmin and logmax are speciﬁed explicitly.
Otherwise, by default, min and max are used and no transformation is applied.
Bounds are used by both optimizer algorithms if the powellbounds switch is on
(powellbounds = ON or powellbounds =1 )o rb yt h eg e n e t i ca l g o r i t h mo n l yi f
the switch is oﬀ (powellbounds = OFF or powellbounds =0 ) .
It should be noted that the order in which parameters appear in the free parameter
table aﬀects the behavior of the optimizer and changing the order can potentially
change the actual function minima located.
5.6 Optimizer Conﬁguration
The default optimizer conﬁguration causes both algorithms to be enabled, with
the Powell algorithm being applied to 5 individual parameter vectors returned by
the genetic algorithm. A customized conﬁguration can be supplied by way of an
optimizer conﬁguration table, containing any subset of the following variables
71• ga maxgen: maximum number of G. A. generations (default = 1000)
• ga mingen: minimum number of G. A. generations (default = 200)
• ga npop: G. A. parameter vector population size (minimum = 2, default =
5)
• ga nout: number of lowest cost parameter vectors output by G. A. (default
=5 )
• ga nchild:n u m b e ro fc h i l d r e np e rp a r e n tp a i r( 1o r2 ,d e f a u l t=1 )
• ga initﬂag: switch for G. A. initialization from data table or random (0 or 1,
default = 0: random)
• ga uniﬂag:s w i t c hf o ru n i f o r mo rs i n g l e - p o i n tc r o s s o v e r( 0o r1 ,d e f a u l t=1 :
uniform)
• ga eliteﬂag: switch for elitism, i.e. forced copy of best individual to next
generation (0 or 1, default = 1: on)
• ga pcross:c r o s s o v e rp r o b a b i l i t y( d e f a u l t=0 . 5 )
• ga seed: initial random number seed for the G. A. run (negative integer,
default = -1000)
• powel maxit:m a x i m u mn u m b e ro fP o w e l li t e r a t i o n s( d e f a u l t=2 0 0 )
• powell maxbr:m a x i m u mn u m b e ro fB r e n ti t e r a t i o n si ne a c hl i n em i n i m i z a -
tion (default = 100)
5.7 Parameter Vector Initialization
The parameter initialization table can be used to initialize the genetic algorithm
population or the Powell algorithm searches. Each record speciﬁes one free pa-
rameter vector. The table may optionally contain an id variable (psetkey)t h a t
identiﬁes diﬀerent instances of the parameter vector. It must also contain one vari-
able for each free parameter (with variable name matching that for the parameter
in the item table). The id variable must be numeric (unlike the item id variables)
and is expected to take integer values. If the variable is not provided explicitly then
it will be generated to match the sequential record number.
If the genetic algorithm is enabled (ga maxgen ￿=0 ) ,i t sp o p u l a t i o no ff r e e
parameter vectors is either deﬁned by the data in the parameter initialization table,
72if ga initﬂag = 1, or random points in the ﬁnite parameter space otherwise. The
variable ga seed is used to initialize the random number generator.
If the Powell algorithm is enabled (powell maxit ￿=0 ) ,i t si n i t i a l i z a t i o nd e p e n d s
on whether or not the genetic algorithm has been applied. If it has, then each of
it’s output parameter vectors is used as a starting point for one application of the
Powell algorithm. The parameter vector identiﬁer (psetkey)i ss e tt ot h ei n d i v i d u a l
number (individual)i nt h eﬁ n a lp o p u l a t i o nf r o mw h i c ht h eo u t p u tw a ss e l e c t e d .
If application of the Powell algorithm is not preceeded by a genetic algorithm
search and a parameter initialization table is provided, then the Powell algorithm
is applied to each initial parameter vector present in the table. In the absence of
an initialization table, a single application of the Powell algorithm is applied. This
starts from the center of the parameter space (as seen by the optimizer) if parameter
bounds are deﬁned. For any unbounded parameters, initial values are instead taken
from the parameter set item table. If there are multiple cases, the case 1 value is
used.
5.8 Running Optimization Experiments
The following control ﬁle variables are used for setting up optimization experiments,
in addition to those described in Chapter 4.
• optpset:o p t i m i z a b l ep a r a m e t e rs e tn u m b e r
• optconﬁgf:o p t i m i z e rc o n ﬁ g u r a t i o nt a b l eﬁ l en a m e
• freeparmf:f r e ep a r a m e t e rt a b l eﬁ l en a m e
• parminitf:p a r a m e t e ri n i t i a l i z a t i o nt a b l eﬁ l en a m e
• funcgaf: G. A. function evaluation table ﬁle name
• funcpowellf:P o w e l lf u n c t i o ne v a l u a t i o nt a b l eﬁ l en a m e
• parmnewf:n e wp a r a m e t e rt a b l eﬁ l en a m e
• reportf: G. A. report ﬁle name
As before, ﬁle names can be omitted or have missing values for inputs or outputs that
are not needed. The ‘-’ preﬁx can be used with speciﬁc input ﬁle names to suppress
73log output when they are read and with speciﬁc output ﬁle names to suppress all
output to that ﬁle.
If an optimization experiment is immediately followed by another experiment
using the memory-resident parameter set that was optimized, the new optimal pa-
rameter values are used: the updated parameters are not reset to the values in the
input parameter set item table. If this is not the desired action, it can be avoided
by using a copy of the original table with a diﬀerent ﬁle name for each experiment.
This forces GFAn to reload the data.
In an optimization experiment, GFAn performs the additional steps shown in
italics in the sequence below.
1. read output variable selection tables
2. create ﬁles for application output tables and write variable names
3. read data into optimizer conﬁguration and free parameter tables
4. create ﬁle for new parameter and function evaluation tables and write variable
names
5. read data into parameter initial value table and check against bounds
6. read data into case table
7. read data into item table(s)
8. create/update cross references between case and item tables
9. perform application-dependent checks on input data
10. optimize free parameters, writing results to new parameter table and objective
function (cost function) values to function evaluation tables
11. evaluate objective function (cost function) for optimal parameter vector, writ-
ing auxiliary output data to application output tables
The optimizer input tables are logged as they are read in and results are written
to the log in the form of a ﬁnal free parameter table that includes the optimal
parameter values and the corresponding objective function value.
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Available Ecosystem Models
The ecosystem model options (option parameter model)a r e
0. no ecosystem model
1. Oschlies & Gar¸ con 1999 NPZD model (OG99NPZD)
2. Hadley Centre Ocean Carbon Cycle Model (HadOCC)
The models are described below in terms of their input and output data. Full de-
scriptions are given in Appendix C. Process parameterizations vary between models
and each ecosystem model has its own parameter set, although some parameters are
common. Common parameters are given the same external names in MarMOT and
expressed in the same units.
The parameter sets are deﬁned in the tables in this section, together with default
parameter values and logical restrictions applying to the value of each parameter
These restrictions often allow parameter ranges to be much wider than the phys-
ically plausible ranges for the real-world values that the parameters are intended
to represent. This is entirely appropriate in the context of analyzing experimental
models of complex systems, since extraordinary parameter values may compensate
for un-modelled or poorly represented processes. Each parameter table also gives
the internal representation in terms of the variable names in the Fortran code. Re-
lationships between parameters in diﬀerent models are discussed in Section 6.3.
75Table 6.1: OG99NPZD model parameters
Parameter Description Value in Restriction Internal
Default Set Representation
rparsol ratio of PAR to total downwelling solar
irradiance at sea surface
0.43 0–1 parbio
rphypig ratio of phytoplankton nitrogen to total
pigment (mol N g−1)
0.5 > 0r p h y p i g
aphotmax max. photosynthetic rate at 0 ◦C( d −1)0 . 6 > 0a b i o
bphotmax max. photosynthesis - base for temper-
ature variation factor
1.066 > 0b b i o
cphotmax max. photosynthesis - temperature
sensitivity of exponent (◦C−1)
1c b i o
alpha initial slope of photosynthesis-PAR
curve ((E m−2)−1)
0.0631 ≥ 0a l p h a b i o ×2.52
kdin half-saturation conc. for DIN uptake
(mmol m−3)
0.5 > 0r k 1 b i o
pmort phytoplankton mortality rate (d−1)0 . 0 3≥ 0p h i p h y
gmax maximum grazing rate (d−1)2 ≥ 0g b i o
epsfood prey capture rate (d−1(mmol N
m−3)−2)
1 ≥ 0e p s b i o
betap zooplankton food assimilation eﬃ-
ciency
0.75 0–1 a npz
zexcr zooplankton excretion rate (d−1)0 . 0 3 ≥ 0d npz
zmortdd density dependent zooplankton mortal-
ity (d−1(mmol N m−3)−1)
0.2 ≥ 0p h i z o o
remin detrital remineralization rate (d−1)0 . 0 5≥ 0r e m i n a
dsink detrital sinking rate (m d−1)5 ≥ 0w detr
1equivalent to 0.025 d−1(W m−2)−1 at sea-surface where 1 W = 2.77 × 1018
quanta s−1 for PAR (Morel and Smith, 1974) so 1 E d−1 = 2.52 W
6.1 Ecosystem Model 1: OG99NPZD
This model is the 4 compartment nitrogen model described by Oschlies and Gar¸ con
(1999). The nitrogen tracers are variables din, phy, zoo and det.T h e m o d e l
parameter set is described in Table 6.1. For full details of process parameterizations,
see Appendix C.
Initial values are required for each tracer (if not zero). Values for the com-
position ratios can be provided for generating diagnostic carbon and chlorophyll
variables (phyc, zooc, detc and chl) but are not used by the model or updated
during the simulation. These composition ratios would normally be depth-invariant
to avoid spurious creation and destruction of carbon or chlorophyll as a result of
nitrogen transport. However, the possibility of providing depth-dependent values is
not excluded.
76The forcing variables applicable to this model are either sol or solav (depending
on the photosynthesis light limitation model; see Chapter 3, Section 3.6.4), mld,
vdc, w and temp plus the reference proﬁle variables for each tracer. The tempera-
ture temp aﬀects the phytoplankton maximum photosynthetic rate. Other forcing
variables are handled externally by MarMOT and have no model-speciﬁc eﬀect.
6.2 Ecosystem Model 2: HadOCC
This model is a version of the Hadley Centre Ocean Carbon Cycle Model of Palmer
and Totterdell (2001). It is an NPZD model carrying dissolved inorganic carbon
(DIC) and alkalinity as additional tracers coupled to the nitrogen dynamics for
determination of carbon ﬂuxes. The carbon:nitrogen (C:N) ratio for each organic
compartment is ﬁxed.
The implemented version of the model is based on code provided by the UK
Met Oﬃce in 2005 (I. Totterdell & R. Barciela, pers. comm.). It diﬀers from that
described by Palmer and Totterdell (2001) in having an option for a dynamic phy-
toplankton carbon:chlorophyll (C:Chl) ratio, representing acclimation of the photo-
synthetic apparatus to the available light and DIN according to the balanced growth
model of Geider et al. (1997). In addition, it incorporates the light penetration and
photosynthesis model of Anderson (1993) as an optional internal photosynthesis sub-
model and includes some modiﬁcations to the pathways of material resulting from
grazing and mortality. The Wanninkhof (1992) wind-dependent gas exchange formu-
lation used by Palmer and Totterdell (2001) is not presently available in MarMOT
and a constant transfer velocity for air-sea exchange of pCO2 is used instead.
The primary tracers are variables din, phy, zoo, det, nh4, dic and alk. Ammo-
nium (nh4)i si n c l u d e dt ot r a c kt h er e g e n e r a t e df r a c t i o no fD I N( din)f o rd i a g n o s t i c
purposes and does not aﬀect the other prognostic variables. The diﬀerence between
DIN and ammonium can be interpreted as nitrate. The model also updates the
derived tracer chl (phytoplankton chlorophyll).
The model parameter set is described by Tables 6.2 and 6.3. For process param-
eterizations, see Appendix C. The version of HadOCC implemented includes the
following options. The relevant option variable in the HadOCC parameter set is
shown in brackets.
• Fixed or dynamic phytoplankton C:Chl ratio (rcchlopt)
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Parameter Description Value in Restriction Internal
Default Set Representation
rcchl C:Chl ratio if ﬁxed (g C (g Chl)−1)4 0> 0c c h l ﬁxed
rcchlmin minimum C:Chl ratio (g C (g Chl)−1)2 0 > 0c c h l min
rcchlmax maximum C:Chl ratio (g C (g Chl)−1)2 0 0≥ rchlmin cchl max
rcnphy phytoplankton C:N ratio 6.625 > 0c 2 n p
rcnzoo zooplankton C:N ratio 5.625 > 0c 2 n z
rcndet detrital C:N ratio 7.5 > 0c 2 n d
rparsol ratio of PAR to total downwelling solar
irradiance at sea surface
0.43 ≥ 0p a r
rchlpig ratio of chlorophyll to total pigment 0.8 > 0c h l 2 p i g
photmax maximum photosynthetic rate (d−1)2 ≥ 0p s m a x
alphachl initial slope of photosynthesis-PAR
curve (g C (g Chl)−1 (E m−2)−1)
5.556 ≥ 0a l p h a ×106 /3 6 0 0
kdin half-saturation conc. for DIN uptake
(mmol N m−3)
0.1 > 0g r o w sat
presp phytoplankton respiration rate (d−1)0 . 0 5 ≥ 0r e s p rate
pmortdd density dependent phytoplankton mor-
tality (d−1 (mmol N m−3)−1)
0.05 ≥ 0p m o r t rate
pminmort threshold for phytoplankton mortality
(mmol N m−3)
0.01 ≥ 0p h y t o min
fpmortdin fraction of phytoplankton mortality to
DIN
0.01 0–1 F nmp
gmax maximum grazing rate (d−1)0 . 8 ≥ 0g r a z e max
holling Holling function exponent for grazing
model (integer n)
2+ v e i n t e g e r h o l l i n g coef
epsfood prey capture rate (d−1 (mmol N
m−3)−n)
3.2 ≥ 0g r a z e max / (graze sat)n
fmingraz food threshold for grazing function
(mmol N m−3)
0.01 ≥ 0g r a z e threshold
ﬁngest fraction of grazed material ingested 0.77 0–1 F ingest
betap zooplankton assimilation eﬃciency for
phytoplankton
0.9 0–1 beta p
betad zooplankton assimilation eﬃciency for
detritus
0.65 0–1 beta d
fmessyd fraction of messy feeding to detritus 0.1 0–1 F messy
zmort linear zooplankton mortality (d−1)0 . 0 5≥ 0z mort 1
zmortdd density dependent zooplankton mortal-
ity (d−1 (mmol N m−3)−1)
0.3 ≥ 0z mort 2
fzmortdin fraction of zooplankton mortality to
DIN
0.67 0–1 F zmort
nitrifeuph nitriﬁcation rate of ammonium in eu-
photic zone (d−1)
0 ≥ 0r n d e c a y euphotic
nitrifaph nitriﬁcation rate of ammonium in
aphotic zone (d−1)
0.03333 ≥ 0r n d e c a y aphotic
dsink detrital sinking rate (m d−1)1 0 ≥ 0s i n k rate dt
rco3pprod carbonate precipitated per unit pri-
mary production
0.013 ≥ 0r a i n ratio
78Table 6.3: Option variables in HadOCC model parameter set
Parameter Description Value in
Default Set
rcchlopt C:Chl option (0: ﬁxed, 1: dynamic) 1
chltracer chlorophyll tracer option (0: oﬀ, 1: on) 0
co2sys carbonate system option (0: oﬀ, 1: on) 1
nh4tracer ammonium tracer option (0: oﬀ, 1: on) 1
dsinkopt implementation of detrital sinking (0: external, 1: internal) 1
photopt implementation of photosynthsis (0: external, 1: internal) 0
vsupply vertical nutrient supply within biology step (0: oﬀ, 1: on) 0
• Ammonium tracer on/oﬀ (nh4tracer)
• Carbonate system on/oﬀ (co2sys)
• Internal or external handling of detrital sinking (dsinkopt)
Switching the carbonate system oﬀ removes the tracers din and alk.I n t e r n a lh a n -
dling of sinking detritus implies model-speciﬁc treatment of detritus reaching the
bottom of the water column. Three further option variables aﬀect the numerical
solution:
• Internal or external photosynthesis sub-model (photopt)
• Chlorophyll tracked as a tracer or derived from local C:Chl (chltracer)
• Activated or de-activated vertical DIN supply within biology step (vsupply)
If chltracer =0 ,c h l o r o p h y l li sn o tt r a n s p o r t e da sat r a c e r .I n s t e a di t sc o n c e n -
tration is calculated at each time step from phytoplankton nitrogen using the local
C:Chl ratio from the last ecosystem model step. C:Chl ratio is kept homogenous
over all levels above the mixed layer depth (mld), simulating the eﬀects of rapid
mixing of the phytoplankton, but is not updated between ecosystem model steps
by the external physical transport processes. If chltracer =1, chlorophyll is trans-
ported as a conservative tracer and the C:Chl ratio updated accordingly between
time steps. Note that chltracer does not aﬀect the solution if the C:Chl ratio is
ﬁxed (parameter cchlopt =0 ) .
79If photopt =1 ,t h ei n t e r n a lp h o t o s y n t h e s i ss u b - m o d e li su s e d .I ti se q u i v a l e n t
to the external sub-model deﬁned by option parameter values photmodel =3 ,
kdmodel =3 ,kdpathopt =0a n dachlmodel = 1. However, the light attenuation
model is applied with the assumption that the top two model levels coincide with
the top two optical layers (i.e. 0 – 10 m and 10 – 20 m). If this is not the case, or
if multiple biology sub-steps are used (nstepbio > 1), the simulation results will
diﬀer. In any case, minor diﬀerences in photosynthesis at the bottom of the euphotic
zone can occur because the internal sub-model explicitly sets the available light to
zero at the bottom of the deepest level for which photosynthesis is calculated.
If vsupply = 1, changes in DIN (and its ammonium fraction if modelled) due to
vertical advection and diﬀusion are taken into account within the ecosystem model
step. This feature is included in 3-D HadOCC runs to cater for the situation, ex-
acerbated by long timesteps, where DIN can otherwise be used up intermittently
despite there being an adequate vertical supply. It does cause the advection and dif-
fusion steps to be performed before the ecosystem model step, reversing the normal
MarMOT convention described in Chapter 3, Section 3.7.
Initial values are required for each primary tracer modelled (if not zero). Also,
if the dynamic C:Chl option is active (parameter cchlopt = 1), the initial rcchl is
needed. The model parameter rcchl will be used as a default for any missing values.
Conceptually, initial values for nh4 should be less than or equal to din throughout
the water column but this is not enforced.
The applicable forcing variables are either sol or solav (depending on the photo-
synthesis light limitation model; see Chapter 3, Section 3.6.4), mld, vdc, w, temp,
sss and pco2atm plus the reference proﬁle variables for each tracer. The variables
temp, sss and pco2atm are only applicable if the carbonate system is modelled
(co2sys =1 )a n dtemp is then only required for the top level (so can be provided
as a scalar). These variables are used in the calculation of surface pCO2 and air-sea
CO2 ﬂux. Either sol or solav are used in determining the C:Chl ratio (if dynamic).
mld and either sol or solav are used for selecting the appropriate nitriﬁcation rate
of ammonium (if modelled). mld is also used for homogenizing boundary layer
C:Chl within the ecosystem model step (if C:Chl is dynamic). vdc and w have no
model-speciﬁc eﬀect.
WARNING: In the current MarMOT implementation, there are no DIC or al-
kalinity updates in response to changes in salinity. Updates to these tracers would
normally be expected for consistency to avoid spurious changes in air-sea CO2 ﬂux.
It is therefore sensible to hold sss constant for the majority of experiments and it
is best provided as an environment parameter.
806.3 Commonality and Diversity in Process Pa-
rameterizations
This section highlights the diﬀerences in the parameterizations of nitrogen cycle
processes in the two ecosystem models. It also indicates the parameters that are
either common to both models or directly related. Full descriptions of each model
are provided in Appendix C.
6.3.1 Optics
The PAR fraction of total solar radiation at the sea-surface (parameter rparsol)i s
common to both ecosystem models. This relates the downwelling PAR immediately
below the sea-surface to the total downwelling shortwave radiation immediately
above the sea surface and so includes an implicit attenuation for reﬂection at the
interface.
The pigment concentration G required for the light attenuation and absorption
models is derived from phytoplankton nitrogen concentration in OG99NPZD or from
chlorophyll concentration in HadOCC:
G =
phy
rphypig
(6.1)
or
G =
chl
rchlpig
(6.2)
in OG99NPZD and HadOCC respectively. The phytoplankton nitrogen to pigment
ratio parameter rphypig is related to the chlorophyll to total pigment ratio param-
eter rchlpig by
rphypig = rchlpig ×
rcchl
12.01 × rcnphy
(6.3)
where 12.01 is the average atomic weight of carbon in the natural environment.
Equivalent values of rphypig and rchlpig can thus be prescribed for both ecosystem
models if the HadOCC C:Chl ratio (rcchl)i sﬁ x e d .
816.3.2 Primary Production
There are a number of diﬀerences in the way primary production is modelled in the
two ecosystem models. These are described below.
Firstly, the maximum photosynthetic rate is temperature dependent in OG99NPZD:
photmax = photmaxa × photmaxb
(photmaxc×temp). (6.4)
In HadOCC it is a ﬁxed model parameter.
The interaction of DIN and light limitation of photosynthesis is handled diﬀer-
ently in the two models. In OG99NPZD, light-limited and DIN-limited photosyn-
thetic rates are calculated separately and the minimum rate is used (so for the
light limitation model, pmax = photmax and the realized rate phot ≤ pk). In
HadOCC, DIN limitation is applied to the light-saturated rate in the light limitation
model (so pmax ≤ photmax). In both models, the DIN limitation factor (diag-
nostic limdin) is determined from the DIN concentration and the model parameter
kdin using a common functional form. Normally, the realized photosynthetic rate in
HadOCC is that from the light limitation model (phot = pk). However, a further
timestep-dependent DIN limitation can occur, in the event that the calculated rate
would cause all available DIN to be used up in less than 1 timestep. HadOCC then
reduces the rate to reﬂect the additional limitation.
In the OG99NPZD model, the initial slope of the P-E curve is deﬁned by the
model parameter alpha.T h i si si n t e r p r e t e da st h ev a l u eo fα (the slope with respect
to scalar PAR) immediately below the sea surface. In HadOCC, the equivalent sea-
surface value is given by
alpha =
alphachl
rcchl
(6.5)
The model parameter alphachl is equivalent to the product ¯ a￿φmax in Equation
3.19.
6.3.3 Phytoplankton Loss to Mortality and Respiration
Biomass-speciﬁc mortality of phytoplankton is linear in OG99NPZD but density
dependent (quadratic) in HadOCC. All of this mortality ﬂux goes to detritus in
82OG99NPZD. In HadOCC, all the mortality nominally goes to detritus if the model
parameter fpmortdin = 0. Otherwise, a fraction fpmortdin is diverted to DIN.
If detritus is nitrogen poor, relative to phytoplankton, (i.e. rcndet > rcnphy,
includes default) then an additional fraction of the mortality goes to DIN to maintain
the constant C:N ratio of the detritus.
In HadOCC, there is an additional loss of phytoplankton to DIN for non-zero
values of the respiration rate parameter presp.T h i s l o s s i s a c o n s e q u e n c e o f t h e
carbon loss due to respiration and the ﬁxed phytoplankton C:N ratio. It is not
intended to represent actual respiration of nitrogen (Palmer and Totterdell, 2001).
6.3.4 Grazing and Zooplankton Production
In OG99NPZD, zooplankton graze only on phytoplankton. In HadOCC, they graze
on both phytoplankton and detritus according to the relative concentrations of each
in terms of biomass. The maximum grazing rate and prey capture rate parameters
gmax and epsfood are common to both models. If holling=2 (Holling type III
function) and fmingraz=0 in HadOCC, the parameterization of grazing is the same
in both models. In the absence of detritus, the grazing rate is then identical if
rcnphy = rcnzoo.
Modelled grazing rates in d−1 are taken to be biomass-speciﬁc, rather than
nitrogen-speciﬁc, whereas ﬂuxes are modelled in terms of nitrogen. This is sig-
niﬁcant in HadOCC if rcnphy diﬀers from rcnzoo.I n s u c h c a s e s ( w h i c h i n c l u d e
the default), the loss rate of phytoplankton nitrogen in HadOCC due to grazing (in
the absence of detritus) diﬀers from that in OG99NPZD by a factor
BP
BZ
=
14.01 + 12.01θP
14.01 + 12.01θZ
,
where θP = rcnphy, θZ = rcnzoo and 14.01 and 12.01 are average atomic weights
for nitrogen and carbon respectively. BP and BZ are ratios of biomass to nitrogen
for phytoplankton and zooplankton. Biomass is assumed to be proportional to the
sum of the masses of nitrogen and carbon present (Palmer and Totterdell, 2001).
HadOCC includes a parameterization of messy feeding. However, if ﬁngest =1 ,
ingestion rate is equal to grazing rate, as it is in OG99NPZD.
The assimilation parameter betap for ingested phytoplankton is common to both
models. However, in HadOCC the nitrogen assimilated is adjusted in cases where
83the C:N ratio of the food potentially assimilated is less than the zooplankton C:N
ratio. Nitrogen not assimilated is then diverted to DIN 1.T h i sd o e sn o to c c u r
with the default parameter set, which speciﬁes a relatively high nitrogen content for
zooplankton. It cannot occur if rcnzoo is less than both rcnphy and rcndet.
All egested nitrogen goes to detritus in OG99NPZD. The fate of egested nitrogen
diﬀers in HadOCC if rcnphy < rcndet.I ns u c hc a s e s( w h i c hi n c l u d et h ed e f a u l t ) ,
a fraction is diverted to DIN.
6.3.5 Zooplankton Losses: Mortality and Excretion
Biomass-speciﬁc mortality of zooplankton is density dependent (quadratic) in both
models (with common parameter zmortdd. However, HadOCC includes an addi-
tional linear term if zmort is non-zero. All zooplankton mortality goes to detritus in
OG99NPZD. In HadOCC, all the mortality nominally goes to detritus if the model
parameter fzmortdin =0 .O t h e r w i s e ,af r a c t i o nfzmortdin is diverted to DIN. It
is not unreasonable for this fraction to be large, reﬂecting excretion and other losses
to DIN consistent with a chain of higher predators that are not explicitly modelled
(Fasham, 1990). If detritus is nitrogen poor, relative to zooplankton, (i.e. rcndet >
rcnzoo, includes default) then an additional fraction of the mortality goes to DIN
to maintain the constant C:N ratio of the detritus.
OG99NPZD does include a linear excretion term for zooplankton such that the
excretion rate parameter zexcr is functionally equivalent to zmort in HadOCC. All
excretion goes to DIN.
6.3.6 Particle Sinking
The process of detrital sinking is the same in both models with the sinking rate de-
termined by the common parameter dsink. The default action for detritus reaching
the sea-bed is for it to be immediately re-suspended, adding to the concentration
in the bottom level. The fate of this settling detritus is diﬀerent if handled inter-
nally by HadOCC (option parameter dsinkopt = 1). In that case, the material is
distributed over the bottom 3 levels.
1This could be interpreted as excretion of assimilated nitrogen.
846.3.7 Remineralization
OG99NPZD uses a constant remineralization rate for the breakdown of detritus to
DIN (model parameter remin). In HadOCC, the rate is constant down to 80.58
m, at 0.1 d−1, and then decreases as depth increases. The rate and reference depth
parameters are hard-coded in the present version but should ideally be included in
the model parameter set.
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GFAn Data File Format and
Limits
Input and output ﬁles contain ASCII data, tabulated with variables in columns and
data records in rows. This is the standard table format. An alternative transposed
table format is also recognized for single record input tables. This format is easier
to view and edit for such tables, especially those with a large number of variables.
Generic formatting rules:
• Lines are terminated by the NEWLINE character (‘\n’).
• A‘ #’c h a r a c t e ra n da n ys u b s e q u e n tt e x to nal i n ei st r e a t e da sac o m m e n ta n d
ignored.
• All non-blank lines must contain the same number of ﬁelds, separated by one
or more white space characters: normally SPACE (‘ ’) and/or TAB (‘\t’).
• The ﬁrst character of each variable name must be non-numeric.
• Id variables can have numeric or non-numeric values. Other variables must be
numeric.
• Missing data values (numeric/non-numeric) are represented by a single under-
score (‘_’).
86Formatting rules for standard table format:
• The ﬁrst non-blank line is a header line containing the variable names.
• Each remaining non-blank line contains 1 data record.
Formatting rules for transposed table format:
• The ﬁrst non-blank line contains the 2 upper case ﬁelds ‘NAME’a n d‘ VALUE’.
• The ﬁrst column contains the variable names.
• The second column contains the data record.
If a variable name appears more than once in a ﬁle only the ﬁrst occurrence is
processed.
GFAn has internal limits that will prevent it handling exceptionally long lines or
an exceptionally large number of variables. Currently these are:
LINE_MAX = 20000
NFIELD_MAX = 1000
There is also a restriction on the number of records allowed in case tables, parameter
item tables, item speciﬁcation tables and parameter initial value tables. It does not
apply to item data tables. The limit is:
NREC_MAX = 100000
These limits are deﬁned in a GFAn include ﬁle toolbox.h.
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Table Toolbox Utilities
Ad e d i c a t e ds u i t eo fp r o g r a m sc a l l e dT a b l eT o o l b o xi sa v a i l a b l ef o rw o r k i n gw i t h
ASCII text ﬁles of the format (or formats) deﬁned in Appendix A. Each toolbox
program (except ‘tabview’) supports UNIX data piping in ASCII or binary format,
allowing complex operations to be built by combining the functions of diﬀerent tools.
No provision is made within Table Toolbox for plotting so data must be imported
to another application for visualization.
Toolbox programs are run from the command line with input and output ﬁle
names and other control information supplied via the argument list. Standard input
and/or output streams may be used in place of ﬁles by substituting the ‘-’c h a r a c t e r
for the ﬁlename in a program’s argument list. Certain arguments need to be quoted
to protect them from interpretation by the shell. Appending the suﬃx .ttb to an
output ﬁlename will produce double precision Table Toolbox binary output. Binary
piping is achieved by giving -.ttb as the output ﬁle name. Unless otherwise noted,
programs reading binary input ﬁles will produce binary output ﬁles.
WARNING: output ﬁles that already exist are overwritten. (Note that input and
output ﬁles can be identical. This works ﬁne for small ﬁles where the whole ﬁle is
loaded into the system buﬀer at once but is not generally recommended).
As u b s e to ft h em o s tg e n e r a l l yu s e f u lp r o g r a m si sd e s c r i b e dh e r e .P r o g r a m sa r e
listed below by category. Full descriptions follow alphabetically by program name in
Section B.2. Built-in values, referred to in the text by upper case italics, are given
in Section B.3.
88B.1 Program List
The codes given in brackets have the following meanings.
T – can be applied to input data in transposed table format.
K – processes data according to values of one or more key variables.
G–c a np r o c e s sd a t ar e c o r d si ng r o u p sd e ﬁ n e db yo n eo rm o r ek e yv a r i a b l e s .
Key variables are special variables used by certain programs for identifying data
records. Any variable present can be speciﬁed as a key variable at run-time. The
list of key variables is separated from the list of variables to process by the word ‘by’
in the argument list. A new group is indicated by a change in value of one or more
of the key variables speciﬁed. Numerical key variables are compared as numbers
rather than strings, to SIGDIG DEF signiﬁcant digits. Any extra digits will be lost
in the output table. Variables are re-arranged so that the key variables appear ﬁrst
in the output.
For viewing data:
tabview displays data in page layout form with numbered records (T)
tabsqz squeezes data into equal width columns; converts binary ﬁles to text (T)
For handling or creating variables:
tabcopy copies variables by name (T)
tabcopyn copies variables by name or creates them if missing
tabdrop excludes variable by name
tabcalc generates new variables by evaluating numerical expressions
tabvname re-names variables
For selecting or organizing data records:
tabget extracts an individual record for output in column record format (T)
tabsel selects records by data value or range
89tabenum enumerates data records (G)
tabsort sorts data records (K, G)
For dividing or combining tables:
tabsplit splits data into multiple tables according to key variable values (K)
tabcat concatenates tables (T)
tabcatn concatenates tables, creating missing variables as needed
tabmerge merges sorted tables on key variables (K)
tabjoin joins variables from two tables where records match on key variables (K)
For creating data records:
tabseq creates data sequences
tabrep duplicates records
For summarizing or comparing data:
tabcount gets count of non-missing data for each variable (G)
tablim gets lower and upper bounds for each variable (G)
tabmin gets lower bound for each variable (G)
tabmax gets upper bound for each variable (G)
tabmean gets mean value and count for each variable (G)
tabdiﬀ compares data from two tables and outputs numerical diﬀerences
90B.2 Program Descriptions
Italics are used below to indicate names for which values are substituted. Where
words appear in lower case italics in the program descriptions, values should be
substituted at run-time. Upper case italics are used to indicate built-in values.
Program arguments in square brackets are optional and ‘...’ is used to indicate zero
or more repetitions of the previous argument formats.
tabcalc inﬁle outﬁle [var1=expr1 ...]
or tabcalc [inﬁle] =expr1 [...]
Generates new variables in the output ﬁle by evaluating expressions. Expressions
may contain numerical constants, variable identiﬁers, +, -, *, /, &, |, =, !=, <, >, <=,
>=, function names, and other bracketed expressions. The special constant pi is also
allowed (if there is no variable pi in the input). Can be used without an input ﬁle
by substituting the single character ‘.’ for inﬁle. Can also be used with no output
ﬁle, following the alternative usage form shown above, to produce single un-named
output values like an ordinary calculator.
Non-numeric variable values are treated as missing data. The missing data value
NODATA is returned if the expression cannot be evaluated. Logical expressions re-
turn 0 for FALSE, 1 for TRUE. If logical expressions involving non-numeric strings
need to be evaluated, ‘tabsel’ can be used ﬁrst to convert simple conditions (e.g.
city="London")t o0o r1 .O m i s i o no ft h er i g h th a n ds i d ei nt h ec o n d i t i o n a le x p r e s -
sions ‘=’a n d‘ !=’i m p l i e st h ec o n s t a n tNODATA.
Functions supported are: ln, log10, exp, pow, sqr, sqrt, sin, cos, tan, asin, acos,
atan, sinh, cosh, tanh, dtr, rtd, ceil, ﬂoor, int, frac, abs, min, max, if, not. Angles
for trigonometric functions are expressed in radians. Deﬁnitions for the less obvious
functions:
dtr(x) returns the value of x degrees in radians.
rtd(x) returns the value of x radians in degrees.
ceil(x) returns the smallest integer not less than x.
floor(x) returns the largest integer not greater than x.
int(x) returns the integer part of x.
frac(x) returns the fractional part of x.
pow(x,y) returns xy.
min(x,y) returns the minimum of x and y.
max(x,y) returns the maximum of x and y.
91if(condition,value1, value2) returns value1 if condition is non-zero, otherwise
value2.
not(condition) returns 0 if condition is non-zero, otherwise 1.
tabcat inﬁle1 [inﬁle2 ...] outﬁle
All input ﬁles are concatenated to the output ﬁle (with the header record appearing
once only). All variables in inﬁle1 must be present in all ﬁles. If subsequent ﬁles
include variables not in inﬁle1 then only those present in inﬁle1 are copied. The
output ﬁle format (i.e. text/binary) will match the format of the ﬁrst input ﬁle.
tabcatn inﬁle1 [inﬁle2 ...] outﬁle
As ‘tabcat’ but allows missing variables. Output variable names match those of
infile1 and their values are set to the missing data value if unavailable.
tabcopy inﬁle [outﬁle [var1 ...]]
All variables named in the argument list are copied to the output ﬁle (or the standard
output). If no variable names are given then all variables are copied. All variables
must be present in the input ﬁle.
tabcopyn inﬁle outﬁle [var1 ...]
As ‘tabcopy’ but allows missing variables to be speciﬁed. These are created with
missing data values.
tabcount inﬁle outﬁle [@][ [ @]var1 ...] [by keyvar1 ...]
Outputs the number of non-missing data values for each variable speciﬁed in the
argument list. All input variables are processed if none are speciﬁed. By default
only numerical values are counted. If an ‘@’c h a r a c t e ra p p e a r sa st h e3 r da r g u m e n t
non-numeric values are included for all variables (i.e. all values are counted with the
92exception of NODATA STR or, in binary ﬁles, the value NODATA). Alternatively
the ‘@’ character may be applied to individual variables.
tabdiff inﬁle1 inﬁle2 [outﬁle [t=tolerance[%]] [var1 ...]]
Outputs the diﬀerence inﬁle1 value minus inﬁle2 value for all numeric values com-
mon to both ﬁles (i.e. matching on variable name and record number) or for spec-
iﬁed variables only. If the number of records diﬀers between input ﬁles, any extra
records at the end of the larger ﬁle are ignored. There is one output record for each
pair of records compared. It contains variables of the form d.<varname> where
<varname> is the name of the variable compared. A tolerance may be speciﬁed
as an absolute diﬀerence or a percentage diﬀerence. Any diﬀerences within the
tolerance band are set to zero.
tabdrop inﬁle outﬁle [var1 ...]
All variables are copied to the output ﬁle with the exception of any variables named
in the argument list.
tabenum inﬁle outﬁle [grp1keyvar1 ... [by grp2keyvar1 ... [by ...]]]
Data records are numbered sequentially to generate a new variable num in the
output ﬁle. If key variable(s) are speciﬁed the records in each group are enumerated
separately and the groups are numbered in a new variable grpnum1. Nested groups
may be speciﬁed by using multiple ‘by’ clauses, giving new variable(s) grpnum2
etc. The highest numerical suﬃx to the variable name refers to the outermost level.
tabget inﬁle [outﬁle [recnum][ var1 ...]]
Extracts either the ﬁrst record in inﬁle or, if recnum is given, the recnumth record
and outputs it in transposed table format. Outputs selected variables only if a
variable list is given.
93tabjoin [=]inﬁle1 [=]inﬁle2 outﬁle [keyvar1 ...]
Joins inﬁle1 and inﬁle2 by key variable(s). One record is output for each pair of
records with matching keys. If there are multiple key variables all variables must
match. The output record contains the key variable(s) followed by the remaining
inﬁle1 variables and then the remaining inﬁle2 variables.
Files must be sorted in key order (see ‘tabsort’ - numbers compared numerically).
If no key is speciﬁed the key is made up from all variables common to both ﬁles,
the order of signiﬁcance of the key variables being their order of appearance in
inﬁle1.I fn ov a r i a b l e sa r ec o m m o nt h e nt h en u m b e ro fr e c o r d si ninﬁle2 is output
for every record in inﬁle1 (WARNING: this can make very large ﬁles !!!). An ‘=’
sign preceding an input ﬁle name forces the program to output at least one record
for every input record even if no matches are found in the other ﬁle. In this case
the output record will be padded with missing data values.
If one of the input ﬁles contains much larger groups than the other then this
should ideally be inﬁle1 which is processed one record at a time, whereas inﬁle2 is
processed one group at a time (the whole group being loaded into memory). The
maximum group size for inﬁle2 is NREC MAX.
The output ﬁle will be in binary format only if both input ﬁles are.
tablim inﬁle outﬁle [var1 ...] [by keyvar1 ...]
Outputs the minimum and maximum numeric values for each variable speciﬁed.
New variable names are generated by adding l. and u. preﬁxes to existing names
for lower and upper bounds respectively.
tabmax inﬁle outﬁle [var1 ...] [by keyvar1 ...]
Outputs the maximum numeric value(s) for each variable speciﬁed in the argument
list. All input ﬁle variables are processed if none are speciﬁed.
tabmean inﬁle outﬁle [var1 ...] [by keyvar1 ...]
Outputs the mean(s) and sample size(s) for each variable speciﬁed in the argument
94list. All input ﬁle variables are processed if none are speciﬁed. Variable names for
the mean are the same as the input names. New variable names are generated for
sample size by adding n. to the front of the variable name.
tabmerge inﬁle1 [inﬁle2 ...] outﬁle on [-][@]var1 [[-][@]var2 ...]
Merges records in order from one or more sorted ﬁles. (Maximum number of ﬁles =
200). The key word ‘on’ introduces a sort speciﬁcation used to determine the order.
See ‘tabsort’ for more details. The output ﬁle format (i.e. text/binary) will match
the format of the ﬁrst input ﬁle.
tabmin inﬁle outﬁle [var1 ...] [by keyvar1 ...]
Outputs the minimum numeric value for each variable speciﬁed in the argument list.
All input ﬁle variables are processed if none are speciﬁed.
tabrep inﬁle outﬁle repeat count
Create repeat count instances of each input record in the output ﬁle. repeat count
may be a constant or a variable name. In the latter case, the number of instances
of each record to create is taken from the value of the speciﬁed variable in the input
ﬁle, rounded to the nearest integer (negative values are treated as 0). The maximum
repeat count value allowed is NREC MAX.
tabsel [=]inﬁle outﬁle [[@]var1[comptype[value1]] ...]
Copies records which match all speciﬁed conditions to outﬁle.F o rcomptype in the
condition speciﬁcation substitute one of =, !=, <, >, <= or >=.T h el e f th a n ds i d eo ft h e
condition must be a variable name. The right hand side may be a variable name or a
constant. Numbers are always treated as constants. Non-numeric values are treated
as variable names unless they are quoted in double quotes (e.g. city="London").
The whole argument must also be enclosed in single quotes to prevent the shell
removing the double quotes!
Comparisons are performed as in ‘tabsort’, with the added functionality that
95string comparisons are allowed for binary data. String comparisons between numbers
are forced either by preceding variable names with the ‘@’c h a r a c t e ro rb yq u o t i n g
numeric constants. Binary data are converted for the purpose, using SIGDIG DEF
signiﬁcant digits.
If the right hand side of an expression is omitted, it is taken to be the value
NODATA (or NODATA STR if ‘@’ is used). Note that if binary ﬁles are converted
to text before processing then NODATA values are replaced by NODATA STR and
the expression var= will not select any data. To avoid this, when working with
numeric data and the ﬁle format is unknown, use @var= to get all missing data.
If the condition is omitted as well (i.e. only the variable name is given), then all
non-missing numeric data are selected (or all non-missing data if ‘@’i su s e d ) .
An ‘=’s i g np r e c e d i n gt h ei n p u tﬁ l en a m em a k e st h ep r o g r a mc o p ya l lo ft h ei n p u t
records and set a new ﬂag variable sel to 1 if all conditions are true or 0 otherwise.
tabseq outﬁle var1,n1[,start1[,step1]] [var2... ...]
or tabseq outﬁle var1=start1,stop1[,step1]] [var2... ...]
Generates a data series (or grid) of one or more dimensions in outﬁle.O n ev a r i a b l ei s
speciﬁed for each dimension required. If a single variable is speciﬁed, the ﬁrst form
creates a series of n data points with the ﬁrst value speciﬁed by start (default=1)
and the interval by step (default=1). The second form creates a series of data points
starting at start and ﬁnishing at, or as close as possible to, stop with an interval step
(default=1 or -1 if stop < start). The series speciﬁed for each additional variable
is nested within that for the preceding variable, values from the earlier series being
duplicated to accommodate the new data.
tabsort inﬁle outﬁle [-][@]var1 [[-][@]var2 ...] [by keyvar1 ...]
Sorts records on the speciﬁed variables. The order of signiﬁcance of the variables
is the order in the argument list. A ‘-’s i g ni nf r o n to fav a r i a b l en a m ei n d i c a t e s
that reverse order is to be used for that variable. An ‘@‘c h a r a c t e ri nf r o n to fa
variable name forces string comparisons to be used but, unlike in ‘tabsel’, it is valid
for text input ﬁles only. Otherwise numerical values are compared numerically,
the NODATA value precedes all valid numbers and non-numeric strings precede all
numbers. In all cases NODATA STR precedes everything else.
96The maximum number of records which can be sorted within a group is NREC MAX.
If larger groups need to be sorted then they must be divided into sub-groups (use
‘tabenum’ and ‘tabcalc’ to calculate sub-group numbers), sorted by subgroup, split
up into separate ﬁles using ‘tabsplit’ and re-combined using ‘tabmerge’. Up to 200
sub-groups can be processed in this way.
tabsplit inﬁle outﬁle root keyvar1 [keyvar2 ...]
Splits the input ﬁle into multiple output ﬁles according to the values of the key
variable(s). One ﬁle is created for each unique set of keys so if multiple groups have
the same key(s) then they appear in the same output ﬁle. (Note: to prevent this
‘tabenum’ can be used to number the groups ﬁrst. The group number can then be
used as a unique key). The output ﬁle names are constructed from outﬁle root by
appending the key variable values. The root and each key variable are separated by
a‘ .’c h a r a c t e ri nt h eﬁ l en a m ea n dt h i sc h a r a c t e ri sn o ta l l o w e di nt h ed a t av a l u e s
for key variables. The number of output ﬁles is limited to a maximum of 200.
tabsqz inﬁle [outﬁle [n=n per page][ s=col spacing][ w=max col width]
[j=justiﬁcation][ d=sig digits]]
Reformats column widths to ﬁt the longest string in each column, processing a page
at a time. Binary ﬁles are converted to text on input with the number of signiﬁcant
digits given by SIGDIG DEF.B yd e f a u l t :
-n u m b e ro fr e c o r d sp e rp a g ei sNREC MAX.
-c o l u m ns p a c i n gi sNSPACE DEF.
-m a x i m u mc o l u m nw i d t hi sLINE MAX.
-n o n - n u m e r i cs t r i n g sa r el e f tj u s t i ﬁ e da n dn u m e r i cs t r i n g sa r er i g h tj u s t i ﬁ e d .
-n u m b e ro fs i g n i ﬁ c a n td i g i t si st h es a m ea si nt h ei n p u t .
Arguments can be speciﬁed as indicated to over-ride defaults. If the page length
is speciﬁed explicitly variable names are written at the top of each page. Specifying
s=- gives output separated by vertical lines rather than spaces. Strings exceeding
the maximum column width are not truncated. Justiﬁcation is given as l or r for left
and right respectively. When the number of signiﬁcant digits is speciﬁed, numbers
are not converted if the conversion increases the ﬁeld width.
97tabview [=]inﬁle [outﬁle [n=n per page][ s=col spacing][ w=max col width]
[j=justiﬁcation][ d=sig digits]]
Output data in page layout form, suitable for viewing but not necessarily readable
by other Table Toolbox programs. By default, 20 records are written per page.
Variable names are written at the top of each page. Rows longer than 80 characters
are split across multiple pages. Records are numbered by default (on all pages).
Numbering is suppressed if inﬁle is preceded by an ‘=’c h a r a c t e r .
tabvname inﬁle outﬁle [oldname1,newname1 ...]
Re-names variables as speciﬁed. Each speciﬁed name change is completed before
interpreting the next. Where there are multiple occurrences of a variable name in
the input ﬁle they can be re-named in order of appearance. Only the ﬁle header is
updated. Data lines are not re-formatted.
B.3 Built-in Values
The following global values are deﬁned in the Table Toolbox include ﬁle toolbox.h.
Current values are given in brackets.
LINE MAX (20000) – maximum line length for text data records.
NFIELD MAX (1000) – maximum number of ﬁelds in one data record.
NREC MAX (100000) – maximum number of data records which can be loaded into
memory at one time.
SIGDIG DEF (8) – default number of signiﬁcant digits for converting numeric values
to strings.
NSPACE DEF (1) – default number of spaces between columns in text output.
NODATA (-9e99) – numerical missing data value.
NODATA STR (‘_’) – missing data in text ﬁles.
98Appendix C
Model Descriptions
Each of the following descriptions lists the tracers updated by the model and gives
the rate equations for each tracer in terms of sources and sinks. Sinking parti-
cle ﬂuxes are included as their parameterizations are model speciﬁc. The remain-
ing transport ﬂuxes (advection, diﬀusion and mixing) are omitted for clarity. The
generic notation used is deﬁned in Table C.1. Model-speciﬁc notation is described
in each section.
99Table C.1: Generic Notation for Model Descriptions
Symbol Description MarMOT name
µP realized level mean photosynthetic rate (d−1) phot
¯ J potential level mean photosynthetic rate (d−1) pk
Pmax light-saturated photosynthetic rate for P-E curve (d−1) pmax
αd initial slope for P-E curve ((E m−2)−1) alphad
VP maximum photosynthetic rate (d−1) photmax
QN DIN growth limitation factor nlimfact
KN half-saturation concentration for DIN uptake (mmol N m−3) kdin
GX loss rate of X due to grazing (mmol N m−3 d−1)
MX loss rate of X due to mortality (mmol N m−3 d−1)
mX linear mortality/breakdown rate for X <x>mort, remin
m￿
X density dependent mortality rate for X (d−1 (mmol N m−3)−1) <x>mortdd
g maximum grazing rate (d−1) gmax
n Holling function exponent for grazing function
￿ prey capture rate (d−1 (mmol N m−3)−n)
βX zooplankton assimilation eﬃciency for food type X beta<x>
sD detrital sinking rate (m d−1) dsink
˙ Dadd replacement of settled detritus (re-suspension) (mmol N m−3 d−1)
hD height of detritus re-suspension (m)
∆z level height (m) dz
z depth at level mid-point (m) z
z1 depth at top of level (m) ztop
z2 depth at bottom of level (m) zbot
zwater maximum water depth
k level number k
kphot deepest level at which photosynthesis occurs
kbot deepest level in water column
100Table C.2: Model-speciﬁc notation for nitrogen cycle in OG99NPZD
Symbol Description MarMOT name
a max. photosynthetic rate at 0 ◦C( d −1) aphotmax
b max. photosynthesis - base for temperature variation factor bphotmax
c max. photosynthesis - temperature sensitivity of exponent ((◦C)−1) cphotmax
T temperature (◦C) temp
ηZ zooplankton excretion rate (d−1) zexcr
C.1 OG99NPZD
C.1.1 Tracers
N Dissolved inorganic nitrogen (din)
P Phytoplankton nitrogen (phy)
Z Zooplankton nitrogen (zoo)
D Detrital nitrogen (det)
C.1.2 Nitrogen Cycle
For model-speciﬁc notation see Table C.2.
dP
dt
= µPP − GP − MP (C.1)
dZ
dt
= βPGP − ηZZ − MZ (C.2)
dD
dt
=( 1 − βP)GP + MP + MZ − mDD + sD
Dk−1 − D
∆z
+ ˙ Dadd (C.3)
dN
dt
= mDD + ηZZ − µPP (C.4)
µP =m i n ( ¯ J(Pmax,α d),V PQN)( C . 5 )
Pmax = VP (C.6)
VP = ab
cT (C.7)
101QN =
N
KN + N
(C.8)
GP =
g￿P2
g + ￿P 2Z (C.9)
MP = mPP (C.10)
MZ = m
￿
zZ
2 (C.11)
˙ Dadd =
￿
0 ,z < z water − hD
sDDkbot
hD ,z > z water − hD
￿
(C.12)
hD =( ∆ z)kbot (C.13)
C.2 HadOCC
C.2.1 Tracers
N Dissolved inorganic nitrogen (din)
P Phytoplankton nitrogen (phy)
Z Zooplankton nitrogen (zoo)
D Detrital nitrogen (det)
Nr Ammonium (nh4)
C Dissolved inorganic carbon (dic)
A Alkalinity (alk)
Chl Chlorophyll (chl)
C.2.2 Nitrogen Cycle
For model-speciﬁc notation see Table C.3.
dP
dt
= µPP − GP − MP − ηPP (C.14)
dZ
dt
= φaZaN − MZ (C.15)
dD
dt
= φdDdN − GD − mDD + sD
Dk−1 − D
∆z
+ ˙ Dadd (C.16)
dN
dt
= ˙ Nregen − µPP (C.17)
102Table C.3: Model-speciﬁc notation for nitrogen cycle in HadOCC
Symbol Description MarMOT name
Pthreshold threshold for phytoplankton mortality (mmol N m−3) pminmort
ηP phytoplankton respiration rate (d−1) presp
F biomass† concentration of food available for grazing (mmol N m−3)
Ftot biomass† concentration of food (mmol N m−3)
Fthreshold food threshold for grazing function (mmol N m−3) pmingraz
KF half-saturation food concentration for grazing function (mmol N m−3)
BX ratio of biomass† to nitrogen for X
θX C:N ratio of X (mol C (mol N)−1) rcn<xname>
θR C:N ratio of standard biotic material = 106:16 (mol C (mol N)−1)
φaZ fraction of potentially assimilated nitrogen retained
θa C:N ratio of potentially assimilated food (mol C (mol N)−1)
aN potential nitrogen assimilation rate (mmol N m−3 d−1)
aC potential carbon assimilation rate (mmol C m−3 d−1)
φdD fraction of newly formed detrital nitrogen retained (mol C (mol N)−1)
θd C:N ratio of newly formed detritus (mol C (mol N)−1)
dN formation rate of detrital nitrogen (mmol N m−3 d−1)
dC formation rate of detrital carbon (mmol C m−3 d−1)
φMXN fraction of X mortality going directly to DIN f<x>mortdin
φGXD fraction of X loss due to grazing going to detritus
φI fraction of grazed material ingested
φmfN fraction of messy feeding going to detritus fmessyd
rmax maximum detrital remineralization rate = 0.1 (d−1)
zrmax depth down to which maximum remineralization rate applies = 80.58 (m)
˙ Nregen rate of DIN regeneration (d−1)
ν nitriﬁcation rate of ammonium (d−1)
νeuph nitriﬁcation rate of ammonium in euphotic zone (d−1) nitrifeuph
νaph nitriﬁcation rate of ammonium aphotic zone (d−1) nitrifaph
Isol solar radiation incident on sea-surface (W m−2) sol or solav
Ithreshold threshold surface solar radiation for euphotic nitriﬁcation = 50 (W m−2)
zmld mixed layer depth (m) mld
zeuph euphotic zone depth (m) zeuphotic
† Biomass is expressed in biomass-equivalent nitrogen units. As a biomass-
equivalent quantity, 1 mmol N is deﬁned as the biomass of a quantity of material
with a standard C:N ratio (Redﬁeld et al., 1963) that contains 1 mmol N.
103µP = ¯ J(Pmax,α d)( C . 1 8 )
Pmax = VPQN (C.19)
QN =
N
KN + N
(C.20)
MP = mP
2 (C.21)
m =
￿
0 ,P ≤ Pthreshold
m￿
P ,P > P threshold
￿
(C.22)
GF =
gFn
Kn
F + F nBZZ (C.23)
K
n
F =
g
￿
(C.24)
F =m a x ( 0 ,F tot − Fthreshold)( C . 2 5 )
Ftot = BPP + BDD (C.26)
BX=P,Z,D =
14.01 + 12.01θX
14.01 + 12.01θR
(C.27)
GX=P,D =
GF
Ftot
X (C.28)
φaZ =m i n
￿
θa
θZ
,1
￿
(C.29)
θa =
aC
aN
(C.30)
aN = φI(βPGP + βDGD)( C . 3 1 )
aC = φI(θPβPGP + θDβDGD)( C . 3 2 )
MZ = mZZ + m
￿
ZZ
2 (C.33)
φdD =m i n
￿
θd
θD
,1
￿
(C.34)
θd =
dC
dN
(C.35)
dN =( 1 − φMPN)MP +( 1− φMZN)MZ
+ φGPDGP + φGDDGD (C.36)
dC = θP(1 − φMPN)MP + θZ(1 − φMZN)MZ
+ θPφGPDGP + θDφGDDGD (C.37)
φGPD =( 1 − φmfN)(1 − φI)+( 1− βP)φI (C.38)
φGDD =( 1 − φmfN)(1 − φI)+( 1− βD)φI (C.39)
mD = rmax min
￿zrmax
z
,1
￿
(C.40)
104˙ Dadd =
￿
0 ,z < z water − hD
sDDkbot
hD ,z > z water − hD
￿
(C.41)
hD =
kbot ￿
k=kbot−2
(∆z)k (C.42)
˙ Nregen = φMPNMP + ηPP + φMZNMZ
+ φmfN(1 − φI)(GP + GD)+( 1− φaZ)aN +( 1− φdD)dN
+ mDD (C.43)
If sinking of detritus is handled externally (model option parameter dsinkopt =0 )
then
hD =( ∆ z)kbot (C.44)
Optional ammonium tracer, active if nh4tracer =1 ,d i a g n o s e sa m m o n i u mc o n t r i -
bution to DIN:
dNr
dt
= ˙ Nregen − min
￿Nr
N
,1
￿
µPP − νNr (C.45)
ν =
￿
νeuph ,z 1 ≤ max(zmld,z euph) AND Isol ≥ Ithreshold
νaph ,z 1 > max(zmld,z euph)O RIsol <I threshold
￿
(C.46)
C.2.3 Carbonate System
This part of the model is active if model option parameter co2sys = 1. Additional
model-speciﬁc notation is given in Table C.4.
dC
dt
= θPφMPNMP + θPηPP + θZφMZNMZ
+ φmfN(1 − φI)(θPGP + θDGD)+φaCaC + φdDdC
+ θDmDD + ˙ Cdis − (1 + γCO3)θPµPP + FCO2 (C.47)
dA
dt
=2 ˙ Cdis − 2γCO3θPµPP −
dN
dt
(C.48)
105Table C.4: Notation speciﬁc to carbonate system sub-model in HadOCC
Symbol Description MarMOT name
φaC fraction of potentially assimilated carbon not retained
φdD fraction of newly formed detrital carbon not retained
γCO3 carbonate precipitated per unit primary production rco3pprod
˙ Cdis carbonate dissolution rate (mmol C m−3 d−1) co3dis
zlyso lysocline depth = 2000 (m)
klyso top level with mid-point below lysocline depth
hCO3dis height over which carbonate is dissolved
FCO2 rate of DIC change due to air-sea CO2 ﬂux (mmol C m−3 d−1)
fCO2 air-sea CO2 ﬂux (mmol m−2 d−1) co2ﬂux
fCO2in CO2 invasion (mmol m−2 d−1) co2in
fCO2out CO2 evasion (mmol m−2 d−1) co2out
sCO2 solubility of CO2 (mmol kg−1 µatm−1)
ρw density of sea water = 1026 (kg m−3)
kv gas transfer velocity = 4.800384 (m d−1)
pCO2atm atmospheric pCO2 (µatm) pco2atm
pCO2 sea surface pCO2 (µatm) pco2
S salinity sss
φaC =m a x
￿
0,1 −
θZ
θa
￿
(C.49)
φdC =m a x
￿
0,1 −
θD
θd
￿
(C.50)
˙ Cdis =
￿
0,z < z lyso
γCO3θP
hCO3dis
￿kphot
k=1 (µPP ∆z)k,z > z lyso
￿
(C.51)
hCO3dis =
kbot ￿
k=klyso
(∆z)k (C.52)
FCO2 =
￿
fCO2
∆z ,k =1
0,k > 1
￿
(C.53)
fCO2 = fCO2in − fCO2out (C.54)
fCO2in = sCO2(T,S)ρwkvpCO2atm (C.55)
fCO2out = sCO2(T,S)ρwkvpCO2(T,S,C,A)( C . 5 6 )
The solubility sCO2 is calculated according to Weiss (1974). The surface water pCO2
pCO2 is calculated, using the method of Bacastow (1981), as described by Palmer
and Totterdell (2001).
106C.2.4 Phytoplankton Carbon:Chlorophyll Ratio
Photo-acclimation changes in the C:Chl ratio θchl alter the carbon-speciﬁc initial
slope of the phytoplankton P-E curve according to
αd =
1
θchl
αchl (C.57)
where αchl is the chlorophyll-speciﬁc initial slope for downwelling PAR. If model
option parameter cchlopt =0 ,θchl is ﬁxed at parameter value rcchl.I fcchlopt =
1, the acclimation model applies:
θchl =m i n
￿￿
θmin
αchlEd
J(θchl)
,θ max
￿
(C.58)
J(θchl)=Pmax
￿
1 − exp
￿
−
αchlEd
θchlPmax
￿￿
(C.59)
where θmin and θmax are the minimum and maximum C:Chl ratios (rcchlmin, rc-
chlmax), Ed is the downwelling PAR and J is the carbon-speciﬁc photosynthetic
rate.
The model is based on the steady state solution of the Geider et al. (1997) photo-
acclimation model, describing the light dependency of the C:Chl ratio under bal-
anced growth conditions. Such conditions are rarely achieved in the upper boundary
layer because of the interaction between acclimation and vertical mixing. Conceptu-
ally, the upper boundary layer deﬁned by the mld variable is treated as fully-mixed
for all tracers, including chlorophyll. So, for levels wholly within the boundary layer
θchl =m i n
￿￿
θmin
αchlEd
J(￿θchl￿1..kmld)
,θ max
￿
(C.60)
where ￿.￿1..kmld indicates averaging over the levels above depth mld.
107Implementation notes:
1. R.H.S. in Equations C.58 and C.60 is computed using θchl from the previous
time step (hence rcchl is needed in the initial conditions). It can be modiﬁed
by physical transport before use if chltracer option is selected.
2. Level mean θchl(Ed(z)) is approximated by θchl
￿
1
2(Ed(z1)+Ed(z2))
￿
,w h e r ez1
and z2 are the upper and lower depths for the level.
3. Ed is determined from Isol which is sol or solav depending on the photo-
syntheis model. No parametrization of the diel cycle is implemented: both
variables are treated as point-in-time irradiances. There is therefore poten-
tial for low bias in θchl due to under-saturation of light-limited photosynthesis
when using solav.
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